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1 Executive Summary 

This document addresses the design of the alternative ICT architectures of TRACE. It considers a 

baseline model where a set of mobile nodes (the participants) are the sources of tracking 

information (from location to other attributes), while there are tracking stations that collect such 

sensed information into a database. Instantiating this baseline model can be done through different 

architectures, each of which best suited to different scenarios. All interactions, as well as the 

location data itself is exchanged/stored taking into account a number of requirements. These 

requirements encompass: i) assuring the end-users’ privacy and security; ii) energy-efficiency to 

ensure the users’ mobile experience; iii) it should also be a reliable solution, which also allows for 

interoperability, iv) open system that enables for participants and stakeholders to join (as well as 

checkpoints), possibly dynamically and v) the operational and equipment costs should be negligible, 

for both participants and stakeholders. 

In short, this document presents the design of the overall architectural alternatives of TRACE. This 

includes defining the devices used by the mobile nodes and the tracking stations, the interaction 

model among them and the Application Programming Interface (API) through which the applications 

can use the system. 

The document as structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of the TRACE project. 

Then, Chapter 3 presents the most relevant objectives. Chapter 4, 5 and 6 reviews the state-of-the-

art that enables the design and development of a solution that fulfils the specified requirements. 

Next, Chapter 7 presents the architectural design chosen to support the specified requirements and 

objectives. Chapter 8 presents the API that enables the interoperability between the different 

components that comprise our solution. Finally, Chapter 9 draws the overall conclusions. 

 

2 About TRACE 

The TRACE project will explore the potential of walking and cycling tracking services to promote 

walking and cycling mobility. We will focus on established walking and cycling promotion measures 

and thoroughly assess the potential of ICT based tracking services to overcome barriers to 

implementation and finding new factors driving the effectiveness of those measures.  

Through specific research, the related ICT challenges like scheme dynamics, privacy, trust, low-

cost, interoperability and flexibility will be tackled for each type of measure. It will be established 

measures to promote walking and cycling travel to workplace, shopping, school and leisure. 

We will investigate both the ability that tracking tools may have to address traditional challenges of 

these measures and their potential to bring new features in the fields of awareness raising, 

financial/tax incentives, infrastructure planning and service concepts.  
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A common, flexible and open access tool will be developed to provide an ICT input and output 

platform that addresses the related ICT challenges. Over this platform it will be easy for anyone to 

build products based on tracking services tailored to the requirements of the specific measures. This 

project will develop and test a representative set of such products in real measures underway. 

These test cases will at the same time validate and provide additional inputs for the project’s 

research issues and trigger the widespread of tracking services to support walking and cycling 

measures in Europe. 

Users, policy makers and walking and cycling practitioners and final users will be deeply involved in 

all stages of the project. 

3 Objectives 

The activities developed in this WP4 depart from the challenges and user requirements defined in 

WP2 (D2.2) and WP3 (D3.1), and explore techniques to overcome such challenges. More precisely, 

it will comprise the following objectives: 

1. To survey emerging solutions from ICT problems that share similar requirements as the ones 
identified in WP2. 

2. To study and evaluate the adaptation of the above solutions to the specific context of 
TRACE. 

3. To design, implement and evaluate novel solutions that provide progress beyond the state-
of-the-art. 

4. Based on the outcome of the previous items, to define a set of advantageous 
software/hardware architectures, algorithms and techniques that will serve as the building 
blocks to the ICT-based applications to be designed, implemented and evaluated in the 
project. 

5. To spread the acquired knowledge among the consortium and the research community. 
  

As defined in the Grant Agreement, we envision 2 main approaches, which will result into distinct 

architectural options. 

Approach 1: Walking/cycling participants carry smartphones with them. 

In this approach, there are 3 alternatives for the implementation of checkpoints (i.e. the points that 

will track mobility data from participants), as follows: 

 Virtual tracking, where the system relies merely on mobility data that the participant’s collects 
autonomously, such as GPS traces. This approach requires no physical nodes at 
checkpoints; any location is a (virtual) checkpoint. 

 Passive tracking, where checkpoints are installed with cheap Near-Field Communication 
(NFC) endpoints (with which most smartphones can communicate). 

 Active tracking, where checkpoints are installed with Wi-Fi or Bluetooth nodes.  
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Of course, some applications can also rely on the combination of the above alternatives (e.g. 

different co-existing participants/stakeholders using different alternatives). Such hybrid combinations 

can also be explored. 

 

Approach 2: Each participant carries an NFC tag or an LEBT beacon with him/her. 

NFC tags of Low-Energy Bluetooth (LEBT) beacons are affordable for medium-large scale initiatives 

(less than 0.5€ each), and are provided by the local campaign to participants. Checkpoints have 

NFC/LEBT readers (commodity hardware, relatively inexpensive) to track passing-by participants. 

The different alternatives above cover a spectrum of alternatives. Each is more tailored to different 

applications and target groups.  

For instance, walk/bike-to-school applications should not adopt any approach that assumes that 

participants carry smartphones, as that will exclude most children; instead, an NFC/LEBT-based 

approach (approach 2 above) is more adequate. In contrast, bike-to-shop applications may be more 

suited for a combination of smartphone-based passive and active tracking (approach 2), as these 

alternatives enable stronger security/reliability properties, which become more important as local 

businesses become involved in the reward system 

4 Tracking Solutions 

When available, location information opens the possibilities for applications to provide a service 

based on this information - a location based service (LBS). However, the success of such services 

greatly depends on the ability to track and collect location information. LBSs can then be applied to 

almost the entire spectrum of applications we have today. Such examples range from location 

oriented content delivery1, to location based social networks,2 to navigation, to location-based mobile 

gaming3, to location-based access control4, among others.  

In order for a LBS to work, it needs to collect location information. After getting this information, the 

LBS itself is provided either offline or online. One example of a service provided offline is navigation, 

as it uses only local information, the maps are typically loaded and the course manually set. Many 

services, however, are provided with an online component to leverage crowdsourced / higher level 

information, for instance a city’s citizen’s mobility patterns. A typical online system is comprised by 

two stages: collecting and sending the location information to a server, where it is aggregated. The 

server can then be queried to obtain higher-level information. Figure 1 illustrates how such a system 

works and the typical queries involved. On the left-side, several users leveraging mobile tracking 

                                                
1 Groupon offers different deals according to the user’s location: www.groupon.com 
2 Among the most popular are Foursquare - http://www.foursquare.com and Find My Friends - 
https://www.apple.com/apps/find-my-friends 
3Still in a prototype stage, Pokémon Go will allow its users to capture Pokémon’s in a virtual reality setting, 
which is based on the user’s location: http://www.pokemon.com/us/pokemon-video-games/pokemon-go/# 
4 For example, an hospital may allow patient information access to doctors or nurses only when they can 
prove that they are in a particular room of the hospital (Luo and Hengartner in "Proving Your Location Without 
Giving Up Your Privacy") 
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applications, capture location information. The gathered information is then transmitted and 

aggregated in a centralized server. The server enables other third-parties, represented on the right-

side of Figure 1, to query for high-level information, namely, to check which users have checked-in 

at a given location, as represented in query 3. 

Say we want to promote commuting through active transportation modes. We want to reward users 

for riding bicycles, for example rewarding those with higher mileage or have local businesses hand 

out promotions to the most frequent bikers. To this end, besides the physical infrastructure, we need 

a way to track user movement to check whether or not a given registered user is entitled to a 

reward. On one hand, this requires that people let themselves be tracked when they are riding (with 

some incentive mechanism behind it) but on the other hand it allows people to obtain other 

information themselves such as, for instance, which routes are the most congested/popular. 

The manner in which the location itself is obtained is a relevant step. The Global Positioning System 

(GPS) is the predominant outdoor positioning system. However, in many scenarios, the GPS alone 

cannot undertake the task of providing location information. The urban environment, filled with tall 

structures that create street canyons together with the constant shift between indoors/outdoors 

causes the GPS signal to be often weakened or blocked altogether, as the receiver must have a 

direct view to at least four satellites. To provide location information for LBSs both indoors and in 

dense urban canyons, various technologies have been used such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, RFID/NFC, 

etc. which substitute or more generally complement the GPS. Therefore, the process of location 

information retrieval must be context-aware and must take into account the multiple technologies 

available for that purpose in order to be flexible against an uneven conditioned urban environment. 

 

 

Figure 1 - A typical structure of an online location based service. 
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Modern mainstream mobile phones provide an ideal means to locate their users, as they carry them 

everywhere. Most mobile devices are equipped with the technologies mentioned and indeed most 

previous works already use them for localization purposes. However, a mobile device is battery 

constrained. A localization system that runs on the device for 3 hours before draining its battery is of 

questionable use. Thus, an energy efficient localization system running on the device must be aware 

of its energy footprint and be able to manage it without compromising accuracy. 

LBSs often provide an incentive mechanism to acquire and maintain a user base. Location based 

social networks or Geosocial Networks (GSNs) are a prime example of this. Location is shared by 

subscribers with their friends and then it is either used by GSN providers to enable targeted 

advertising or by venue owners to promote their businesses through a spatiotemporal reward. For 

instance, a user may be offered a store discount for being the most frequent user, or a special 

discount for checking-in on a given day. However, location based rewarding makes location fraud an 

attractive endeavour for users. Consider, for instance, the scenario where a user carries his friends’ 

devices so that they can claim to have been present at a given store, in order to gain a store 

discount. On the following days, each of the friends take turns doing this. This fraudulent behaviour 

subverts the incentive mechanism while not providing the store owner with the intended increase in 

revenue. Thus, in a robust localization system the retrieval of location information should take 

location fraud into account. 

Given the above, there is a clear need to design, implement and test a mobile application that 

collects location information using a wide array of technologies. Ideally the collector application 

should respect the following requisites: i) it should be versatile, i.e. able to deal with the 

heterogeneity of localization technologies that exist today; ii) it should be extensible, i.e. it must be 

able to accommodate future localization technologies with the least amount of effort; iii) it should be 

energy efficient as mobile smartphones are battery constrained; iv) it should provide accurate 

indoors and outdoors location information; and finally v) it should be robust, i.e. the collection of 

location information must be fraud-proof so as to counter location spoofing.  

Many systems accomplish localization with considerable precision at the cost of additional 

infrastructure and/or an extensive calibration phase. These costs can hinder the feasibility of the 

system as a solid localization solution. Infrastructure costs typically affect the scalability of a system 

as it often implies modifying existing hardware or acquiring specialized hardware. Furthermore, a 

calibration phase implies extra work setting up a system and presents a barrier for mass deployment 

(although it can be minimized or dealt away with altogether, if it is possible to opt for instance, for 

crowdsourcing location data). While it is our objective to minimize our solution’s dependency to 

additional infrastructure, it is important to understand that in some cases the infrastructure is already 

implemented. Therefore, as an overall objective, our tracking solution (TRACEtracking) must take 

advantage of the already existing infrastructure/resources, whenever possible. 

The location information collected is to be stored in a database (TRACEstore), which techniques 

and technologies are surveyed in Chapter 5. For this Chapter, first we present some of the core 

localization techniques that enable the tracking and location information gathering endeavours. Then 

in Section 4.2 presents some of the most relevant tracking solution in the context of mobile 

applications. Section 4.3 presents some examples of system that leverage multiple localization 

techniques to provide high-accuracy tracking. Because continuously tracking the users, and given 

that modern smartphones are still limited by their resources, namely the battery, we present some 
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techniques that enable for more energy-efficient tracking. Finally, in Section 4.6 we present some of 

the most relevant techniques that increase the tracking robustness by identified or preclude the 

possibility of fraudulent locations. 

4.1 Core Localization Techniques 

Localization techniques can be separated into two big families: i) network side localization, where 

the network is itself responsible to track the individual devices and; ii) device-centric localization, 

where the device probes its environment to determine its own position. Network side localization 

often requires the deployment of specialized beacons within an area [Diaz2010] and a direct 

connection between the beacons and a central server that uses the information from the beacons to 

locate the users. This infrastructure cost goes against our previously defined goals. Thus, our work 

is focused in device-centric localization techniques. The device-centric localization techniques can 

be further categorized as follows: i) Fingerprint based, ii) Signal Strength Model based, iii) Proximity 

based, iv) Time based and, v) Dead Reckoning. Next, we briefly explain each of these categories 

with examples applied in previous works. 

4.1.1 Fingerprint based 

The fingerprint based approach is akin to scene analysis or pattern matching [Kaemarungsi & 

Krishnamurthy 2004].  The idea is that each location has a fingerprint associated with it. The 

fingerprint of a location is an array that stores the signal strength (SS) picked from multiple access 

points (APs), at that location. It involves an offline phase where a radio map is built and an online 

position determination phase where a sample is matched against the map. During the offline phase, 

the SS values are collected from a grid of reference points in an operation area (together with the 

physical coordinates at each point). This forms a map that has a fingerprint for each reference point 

location. During the online phase, the client trying to locate its position takes a sample of the SSs of 

the APs in range at his current location and sends it to the server. Then, the server feeds the sample 

vector collected (containing all the SSs measured) to an algorithm that compares it against the 

fingerprints stored and outputs the closest match as the user’s coordinates. There are two types of 

algorithms that compare the sample against the fingerprints for estimating location: deterministic and 

probabilistic [Bahl & Venkata 2000, Castro & Muntz 2000]. In the literature, these algorithms almost 

always run on the server where the fingerprints are located, to leverage computational power. One 

deterministic method used is based on the Euclidean signal distance [Bahl & Venkata 2000]. In this 

method, the algorithm takes the sample vector and simply calculates the ’distance’ (or the error) 

between each well-known fingerprint and the sample and outputs the location of the fingerprint with 

the smallest distance, as represented in Equation 2.1.   

 

d = SQUARE ROOT ((s1 − f1)2 + (s2 − f2)2 + ... + (sn − fn)2)     (2.1) 

 

where: d is the distance (or error) between the sample and the fingerprint, s = {s1, ..., sn} is the 

sample, and f = {f1, ..., fn} is the fingerprint. The other type of algorithms is probabilistic. These 

algorithms use location fingerprints modelled not as vectors of scalar values of SS as described 

before, but as vectors of SS probability distributions [Castro & Muntz 2000, Haeberlen 2004, Ladd 
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2005]. Then, Bayesian inference is used to estimate location: given the sampled SS vector, the 

algorithm looks for the fingerprint that maximizes the probability of observing that sample. 

 

4.1.2 Signal Strength Model based 

The SS model based approach models the radio propagation behaviour of the signal to predict SS 

evolution with distance travelled. This allows for estimating a distance to an AP based solely on the 

SS measured. Then, 2D trilateration5  is used to compute the location of the user given the position 

and SS from 3 or more APs. If the distance d from a device to an AP can be measured and the 

position of the AP is known, then a circle with radius d can be drawn with a centre at that AP which 

will mark all the possible locations for that device. Knowing the distance to and the coordinates of 

three APs, the circles drawn at each AP will intersect at one point (or generally, will delimit one area) 

which is the position of the device. 

A typical example of such a model is the log-distance path loss (LDPL) model.6 The LDPL model 

translates SSs received to distances by solving a system of simultaneous non-linear equations as 

described below: 

pi = Pi − 10γi log di + N (2.2) 

where: 

di is the distance (m) between the mobile user and the ith AP 

pi is the SS (dBm) of ith AP, measured by the mobile user 

Pi is the power transmit (dBm) of ith AP (SS at 1m of distance) 

γi is the path loss exponent, which captures the rate of fall of SS in the vicinity of the ith AP 

N is the noise - a random variable that models multi-path effects, external signal interferences, 

obstructions, etc. 

 

A model assumes a priori knowledge of the APs and the environment. In the case of LDPL, it is 

assumed the power transmit Pi, the environment characteristics γi and the noise N are known (and 

possibly stored in a server). These parameters have to be estimated specifically for each indoor 

space, since propagation characteristics vary widely [Chintalapudi & Anand 2010]. Knowing these 

parameters, any SS measured (pi) can be converted to a distance (di) by the model. 

4.1.3 Proximity based 

The idea of proximity or ad-hoc based approaches is that if a node is within range of a ’beacon’ 

(e.g., Bluetooth) or tag (e.g., a QR code), then it is coarsely located at the beacon’s position. This 

position is accompanied by an error, which depends on the technology used, but is generally very 

low and hence the advantage of using this method of location. 

 

                                                
5 Trilateration is the process of determining absolute or relative locations of points by measurement of 
distances, using the geometry of circles or spheres. 
6 Other models used include wall attenuation model [25] and site specific model. 
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4.1.4 Time based 

Time based approaches use a measurement of time between sending and receiving of signals to 

estimate the distance between the sender and receiver. This is possible because we know the 

electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light, so multiplying time by this velocity yields a 

distance. Two of the most relevant techniques are: i) time of arrival (ToA) or time of flight (ToF) with 

trilateration, and ii) time difference of arrival (TDoA) with multilateration [40]. 

 

ToA uses the absolute time of arrival at a certain node. This means that clock synchronization 

between the sending and receiving nodes is crucial. GPS is the most relevant system that uses ToA. 

All satellites have atomic clocks (precise to the nanosecond) and the receiver looks at incoming 

signals from four or more satellites and gauges its own inaccuracy resetting its clock (typically an 

ordinary quartz one). Only after the synchronization phase is the receiver able to accurately 

measure the time that the signal took from each satellite to itself. After knowing the distances and 

positions it uses 3D trilateration to estimate its own position.  

TDoA does not require clock synchronization between the senders and receiver, only the senders 

need to be synchronized. The receiver measures the difference of times of signals emitted from 

three or more synchronized transmitters at known locations. The difference of times yields a 

difference of distances between those stations. Then, the receiver uses multilateration to estimate 

its own position. This technique is used in U-TDOA7
 localization. 

 

4.1.5 Dead Reckoning 

Dead Reckoning (DR)8
 is a relative navigation technique that uses mobile devices as Inertial 

Measurement Units (IMUs), which typically comprise of the mobile device’s inertial sensors: 

accelerometer and gyroscope, together with the magnetometer. This technique estimates position 

by starting from a known position and adding up successive position displacements. The 

displacement estimates are typically in the form of heading (turns) and distance (or alternatively 

speed). Thus, DR techniques are broken down into two problems: i) determining distance travelled, 

and ii) determining heading.  

Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) [Beauregard & Haas 2006] determines distance travelled by i) 

detecting user steps, and then ii) estimates the user step length. Heading can be obtained using a 

digital compass which usually is implemented using a magnetometer. The PDR technique usually 

requires a training phase in which a step model is trained with a particular individual’s walking 

patterns. 

 

 

                                                
7 Uplink-Time Difference of Arrival, is a wireless network-based localization technology that relies on sensitive 
receivers located at the cell towers to determine the location of a mobile phone. It is only available to the 
carrier, which owns the cell tower network. 
8 Dead or Ded is short for Deduced, as in Deduced Reckoning. 
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4.2 Mobile Localization Technologies 

We now discuss for each particular mobile technology the most common techniques used and the 

major challenges that were overcome. 

4.2.1 WPS: Wi-Fi Positioning Systems 

Nowadays, the 802.11 infrastructure have 802.11 built-in hardware and we are able to use it for 

regular communications as well as for positioning purposes simultaneously [King 2007]. Wi-Fi 

technology is used for localization by applying mainly two techniques: fingerprint-based and model-

based localization. 

Wi-Fi fingerprint based localization The RADAR system [Bahl & Venkata 2000] is a radio-

frequency (RF) fingerprint based system for locating and tracking users indoors. It was the first work 

to introduce the concept of the fingerprint-based approach for localization purposes. An estimate of 

the user’s location is obtained using a technique coined Nearest Neighbour(s) in Signal Space 

(NNSS); it calculates the Euclidean distance between the sample vector and each of the fingerprint 

vectors and selects the closest one. 

 

The authors identify an issue with RF systems in general, in that the orientation in which the user 

is taking the measurement (which is also an issue during the offline phase) affects the outcome 

significantly. This happens due to the combination of two factors: i) users tend to carry mobile 

devices in front of themselves so that they can see the display and interact with the device, and ii) 

the human body blocks the Wi-Fi signal. The SS picked up from a given AP varies according to the 

direction the user is facing in relation to that AP and the signals picked up from APs behind the user 

are weaker than the ones in front. Thus, differences in user orientation, when measuring SSs 

between the offline and online phases, result in an incorrect position estimate. The RADAR system 

achieved a median accuracy in the range of 2 to 3 meters using the deterministic approach, about 

the size of a small office room. 

Ladd et al. [Ladd 2005] were among the first to use a probabilistic algorithm for fingerprinting. The 

system stores fingerprints as histograms, discretizing the probability distribution function. The 

histogram is essentially a fixed set of bins that counts the frequency of occurrence of a given of SS 

within each bin.  

Horus [Youssef & Agrawala 2005] and Haeberlen et al. [Haeberlen 2004] fit the histogram data to a 

Gaussian distribution curve, which only requires storing two numbers for each AP (instead of a 

histogram for each AP). This approach increases the speed and reduces the memory requirements 

for localization, making it more suitable for a server-free approach. These systems provide a median 

localization accuracy between 0.5 and 1.5 meters. In an effort to optimize the fingerprint-based 

approach in Wi-Fi localization, some works use a smaller number of APs to determine location. 

Using less APs means that both the vector fingerprints and the vector samples obtained in the 

online phase will be smaller and thus easier and faster for an algorithm to process. The various AP 

selection methods range from using the ones with the strongest signals [Youssef 2003], to applying 

an entropy metric where the discriminative power of an AP is measured by the information gain 

when its value is known [Chen 2006]. However, using a subset of detectable APs comes at the 
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expense of information loss, as only the information from selected APs is retained for positioning 

(the information from the remaining APs is discarded). Fang and Lin [Fang & Tsung-Nan Lin 2012] 

combine SSs using a suitable transformation based on Principal Component Analysis that 

transforms SSs to a new set of variables - the principal components. Principal Component Analysis 

eliminates redundancy behind multiple variables and thus their system prevents the loss of 

information and accuracy that come from selecting a smaller group of APs and discarding the other 

APs. 

 

Figure 2 – Positioning through trilateration 

in a) perfect scenario; b) real world. (Cook et al. [2]) 

 

Wi-Fi model based localization: The other localization technique typically used in Wi-Fi systems is 

model based. Cook et al. [Cook 2005] estimate a position by using the SSs received from several 

non-collocated, noncollinear APs. The authors model SS propagation with distance in a similar 

fashion to the previously seen LDPL. In a perfect world, the path loss model would yield exact 

distances, and trilateration would result in a single point at the intersection of the circles. However, 

because radio signals are extremely variable, particularly indoors due to the multipath effect9
  and 

environmental changes such as people moving, the distances obtained are not perfect (see Figure 

2). Thus, in trilateration the circles do not intersect at a single point; in fact, the circles may not 

intersect at all. In this case, an estimate of the position is found by looking for the point that 

simultaneously minimizes the distance to all circles, by using the Least Square Estimation (LSE).10 

Other contributions: A common requirement of the previous approaches is that there needs to be 

a database with either the fingerprints or with the AP locations/environment parameters. Geofi 

[Barrus 2008] allows locations to be derived solely based on passive reception of beacon frames. 

Geofi encodes precise geographic coordinates into the Service Set Identifier (SSID)11  of the 

wireless APs using a compact encoding. An SSID is comprised of alphanumeric characters and 

spaces and may be up to 32 characters long. The Geofi code encodes latitude and longitude into a 

pair of base-60 numbers with the two highest order bits from each combined into an initial hex digit. 

The resulting code uses nine characters to encode a position that is precise to a distance of roughly 

                                                
9 Wireless signals traverse in all radial directions and reflect off walls, furnitures. 
10 Least square estimation is a regression method in which the overall solution minimizes the sum of the 
squares of the errors made. 
11 SSIDs are names broadcast periodically by APs to make themselves known to the world. 
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2.5 feet (76 cm) at the equator. The base-60 numbers are comprised of the symbols 0-9, A-Z and a-

w. This notation is particularly convenient because it maps well into the standard degrees-minutes-

seconds notation for angles. By inserting this code as the final nine characters of the announced 

SSID, the Geofi encoding transforms any AP into a precise location beacon. This scheme works 

even if all the visible APs are closed and no network will allow a connection, so devices do not need 

to have an active Internet connection and do not need to store an internal map. However, this 

methodology is naive in the sense that it is easily subject to attacks. Any AP can be renamed to 

include a dummy nine character sequence in their SSID. 

4.2.2 Bluetooth Localization Systems 

Bluetooth (BT)12
  is a wireless communications technology used to connect many different types of 

devices, from mobile phones and headsets to heart monitors and medical equipment. Bluetooth was 

designed for low power devices, as a secure, short-range communications system. BT-enabled 

mobile devices have embedded Class 2 BT modules, providing a communication range of 10 

meters.13
  Nowadays, many deployed mobile devices support BT. For this reason, it has been a 

popular choice for many localization projects. BT differs from Wi-Fi in that in order for two BT-

enabled intervenients (mobile devices, or beacons) to find each other, one is required to initiate a 

scan and the other is required to be discoverable (in a listening state) [LaMarca 2005]. In order to 

start communicating, the two intervenients must first connect to each other through a protocol 

typically referred to as pairing. The pairing process is governed by a security manager and involves 

creating a shared secret (a passphrase or PIN) between the two intervenients. Usually, a user must 

validate the connection. Additionally, unlike Wi-Fi, BT networks (also known as piconets) use a 

master/slave model to control when and where devices can send data. In this model, a single 

master device can be connected to up to seven different slave devices. Any slave device in the 

piconet can only be connected to a single master. Slave devices cannot communicate with each 

other. 

BT localization systems, much like Wi-Fi localization systems, can be based on modelling signal 

propagation and using trilateration [Bandara 2004], or fingerprinting the signals obtained from the 

beacons [LaMarca 2005]. However, in order to leverage the small range and the small positioning 

error associated with BT communications (≈ 10 meters), BT localization is nowadays used in hybrid 

systems, as an opportunistic proximity based location provider. Paek et al. [Paek 2010] define a 

protocol for opportunistic BT communication in mobile devices called Bluetooth-based Position 

Synchronization (BPS). BPS works as follows. By default, every BT-enabled device becomes a BT 

slave node and stays in idle state listening for incoming device discovery requests. A device decides 

to initiate synchronization (transmit its position) when: i) it has received a fresh GPS position update, 

or ii) a GPS update was requested but was unavailable for a specified interval. Once a device 

decides to transmit its position and uncertainty information, it assumes the role of a BT master and 

scans its neighbourhood for device and service discovery. If any neighbouring slave nodes exist, the 

master connects to all of them, and broadcasts its position information. 

Each slave, upon reception of the position information from the master, compares its uncertainty and 

updates its own position if the received position has lower uncertainty. When a node receives a 

                                                
12 http://www.bluetooth.com 
13 www.microchip.com/bluetooth/ 
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better position estimate from another node, it adds a 10 m uncertainty (the nominal BT range). A 

node accepts a neighbour’s estimate only if that estimate plus the 10 m uncertainty, is better than its 

own estimate. If the received uncertainty is higher than its own, the slave replies to the master with 

better position and uncertainty values. When the master receives a reply from the slave, it also 

compares the uncertainty, updates its own position if the received position has lower uncertainty, 

and rebroadcasts that information. This guarantees that at every step, BT synchronization results in 

improved position accuracy estimates. 

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Bluetooth Low Energy (aka BLE, aka Bluetooth Smart)14
 was designed 

to have a very fast connection set-up (a few milliseconds) and exchange very short messages, while 

maintaining some security and robustness properties of the regular BT, resulting in a reduced 

energy consumption. BLE is useful for short lived connections involving short communication bursts. 

It was designed with the internet of things in mind, and indeed, it is used nowadays to communicate 

with heart-rate monitors, cycling meters, and so on. BLE is issued in most of the current 

smartphones, and increasingly other devices such as TVs are becoming Smart-ready. The reduced 

energy consumption comes at the cost of security. The BLE pairing is similar to Secure Simple 

Pairing used in BT, except two of the three pairing modes (the pairing modes of ’Just Works’ and 

’Passkey Entry’) do not provide any passive eavesdropping protection.15 

4.2.3 QR Codes and RFID/NFC Localization Systems 

Quick Response Code (QR code) A QR code is a two-dimensional barcode matrix consisting of black 

modules arranged in a square pattern over a white background. Designed for fast readability, a QR 

code is capable of storing up to 2,953 bytes of data. While most popularly used to store URLs, these 

codes may be used to store a wide variety of information, namely location information (either 

coordinates, semantic or relative locations). QR code location-based schemes are proximity based 

and thus fairly simple: the used just needs to capture the QR code and the location, which is 

mapped in the barcode, is immediately determined by proximity. Foursquare16 and QR-Maps [Costa-

Montenegro 2011] are examples of systems that perform positioning through QR code readings. 

While this is a fairly simple scheme, it is important to take into account that the QR code may be 

easily cloned and thus the location spoofed. Therefore, for a system to be resistant to location fraud 

QR codes should not be used as the sole method for positioning. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) A RFID scheme is comprised by a RFID reader and one or 

more RFID tags. The former is capable of detecting and identifying RFID tags within a certain range. 

The RFID tags can be either active or passive. Active RFID tags require a source of power and have 

an increased reading range of up to 100 meters. Passive tags, on the other hand, rely entirely on the 

RFID reader as their source of power, therefore, they have a reading range between 1 meter (high 

frequency) and 10 meters (low frequency). Additionally, passive tags are cheaper and smaller. 

When compared to traditional barcoding methods, RFID is more advantageous as it is capable of 

reading moving objects, even without a direct line of sight. The RFIDLocation system [Fuhrer 2006] 

is an example of a system that performs tracking using RFID technology. The system allows the 

                                                
14 0http://www.bluetooth.com/Pages/Bluetooth-Smart.aspx 
15 https://developer.bluetooth.org/TechnologyOverview/Pages/LE-Security.aspx 
16 https://www.foursquare.com/ 
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trace of electronically labelled objects, within a predefined area (e.g. tracking of physical files to a 

room-level accuracy, inside a law firm building). 

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a newer version of RFID. Unlike RFID, however, NFC is 

specifically designed to be used by devices within a close proximity to each other (10 cm or less). 

Devices using the NFC may be either active or passive. Passive devices act as NFC tags that 

contain information, which may be read by other devices. Active devices, on the other hand, can 

read and write information. For security purposes, NFC often establishes a secure channel and uses 

encryption when sending sensitive information. Therefore, it is typically used for mobile payments 

and promotional purposes. Foursquare, for instance, uses NFC tags to allow its users to check-in at 

given location using their mobile smartphones. Ozdenizci et al. [Ozdenizci 2011] developed an 

indoor navigation system based on NFC. The system allows its users to determine their current 

position inside a building by reading NFC tags, spread thought a building, using their mobile 

devices. 

 

4.2.4 IMU Localization Systems 

Most indoor positioning system rely on the existence of a network infrastructure that comprises APs 

or specialized markers, such as QR codes or NFC tags. However, the infrastructure itself or its 

availability cannot always be guaranteed for all application scenarios. To fill this gap some works 

employ DR (Dead Reckoning) technique that leverage the device’s inertial sensors. 

DR-based techniques are prone to successive position displacements that ultimately and given the 

final error make any solution unfit. In particular, heading error affect the final estimate the most. 

While heading can be determined using the magnetometer sensor, this is a very noisy sensor and 

therefore prone to error. The accelerometer could also be employed, however, its readings are 

mapped according to a relative coordinate system and not an absolute one. Therefore, all 

accelerometer readings depend on the device’s orientation and location in relation to the wielder’s 

body. A common approach to this issue is to assume a fixed-position solution, where it is assumed 

that the device is always located at a specific location [Chon 2010]. 

WalkCompass [Chon 2012], for instance, is a system that exploits the device’s sensors to 

automatically estimate a user’s global walking direction, regardless of the device’s orientation. 

WalkCompass starts by estimating the local direction17 of walking with the help of both the 

accelerometer and gyroscope. These sensor’s readings are employed to achieve a stable 

coordinate system and obtain a walking vector mapped in a 3D space. The, the walking direction is 

projected onto the plane orthogonal to gravity. The gravity vector is estimated by fusing the 

accelerometer and gyroscope’s readings and applying a complementary field. Once the walking 

direction is computed, according to the device’s relative coordinated system, WalkCompass then 

translates it to a global coordinate system. This translation is performed by finding the Earth’s true 

magnetic north and measuring the angle between the magnetic north and the local output. The 

WalkCompass’s evaluation reports a median heading error of 7 degrees. 

                                                
17 The direction relative to the device’s relative coordinate system. 
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4.3 Hybrid Localization Systems 

4.3.1 EZ 

Microsoft’s EZ system [Chintalapudi & Anand 2010] is a Wi-Fi and GPS hybrid indoor positioning 

system. The system operates by having the devices periodically send the SS (Signal Strength) from 

the visible APs to a server. Occasionally, the device is able to acquire a GPS absolute location, for 

instance when near a window, absolute location which is sent along with the SS information to the 

server. The latter then uses this this information to learn the characteristics of the radio propagation 

environment and to locate the users. Usually, it is assumed a priori knowledge of the power transmit 

and of the environment characteristics, however, the EZ system perceives these as unknowns. 

The distance between the user’s devices and the APs are inferred from the SS values using the 

LDPL propagation model, which was explained in Section 4.1.2. Given enough distance constraints 

between the APs and the mobile devices, i.e. enough measurements, it is possible to establish the 

both the APs and device’s relative locations. In order to determine the APs’ locations, as well as 

their transmit powers and path loss exponents, EZ solves the LDPL equations using a generic 

algorithm. The algorithm starts by randomly picking an initial set of solution – initial generation, 

which is refined using a gradient descent. A solution consists of a vector of values containing all the 

unknown that must be solved in the LDPL equations. The fitness of each solution is then evaluated 

according to a metric. As the generations progressively evolve, solutions with higher fitness levels 

are discovered. The algorithm terminates when the solutions do not improve after 10 consecutive 

generations. 

While solving the LDPL equations may take up to several hours depending on the size of the 

problem, they only need to be solved once (or once every few days to update the model). Once the 

model has been established, the SS values may be converted into distances in real-time, and new 

location queries are answered through standard trilateration. However, this freedom from pre-

deployment comes at a cost in terms of accuracy, with a reported 50th percentile (median) error of 

up to 2 meters. Additionally, using the GPS at doorways and windows may lead to inaccurate 

locations, as there are fewer visible satellites. 

 

4.3.2 Place Lab 

Place Lab [LaMarca 2005] is a Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GSM hybrid outdoor location system. The 

system uses a wide range of already deployed beacons to estimate a location. Each beacons is 

associated with a unique or semi-unique identifier. All beacon identifiers are associated with a 

location on a locally cached mapped. The clients may compute their location by acquiring one or 

more beacon’s identifiers and then looking their locations up on the locally cached map. 

The client’s functionality is divided into three logical pieces: spotters, mappers and trackers. There is 

a spotter for each of the employed technologies, which is responsible for monitoring the radio 

interface and sharing the identifiers of the observed radio beacons with other system components. 

Then a mapper is responsible for providing the location information of the known beacons and given 

their identifier, this is performed by contacting a database of a previously cached portion of the 
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database. The location information is comprised by a latitude and longitude pair, as well as other 

optional information such as the antenna altitude, the data’s age, a previously learned propagation 

model or the power of the transmitter. Finally, the tracker encapsulates the model itself, i.e. the 

system’s understanding of how radio signals propagate with regard to the distance, the physical 

environment and location, among other information. Assuming the beacon’s locations are known, 

the tracker computes the location using the model to translate SS values into distances. In terms of 

location precision, the authors report a median accuracy of 15-20 meters. 

 

4.3.3 SAIL 

SAIL [Mariakakis 2014] is a Wi-Fi and IMU hybrid positioning system. Given a single AP and 

assuming it known its own location, SAIL computes the location in the following manner. While 

connected to the AP, the users walks from location A to B, both of which are unknown. Then the AP 

computes its distance to the client at both locations, i.e. dA and dB, using Wi-Fi Time of Flight (ToF), 

where ToF is a roundtrip time defined by the AP. The distance between the AP and the locations is 

computed using the following equation: 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑐 × 
𝑇𝑜𝐹

2
 

Between the locations A and B, the client’s mobile device computes the location’s distance – dAB, 

using DR techniques that estimate displacement. Given dA, dB and dAB, the system determines the 

user’s location by computing a triangle between the user’s past and current locations and the AP’s 

known location. The triangle can be rotated around the AP’s location, thus creating a large number 

of possible locations. However, because the mobile device’s digital compass may be used to 

determine the absolute heading from A to B, it ultimately becomes possible to yield the user’s 

location. Using this technique, SAIL reports a location's median error of 2.3 meters. Additionally, on 

average, SAIL reduces the heading estimation error from 27.4 to 5.9 degrees using the compass 

raw values.    

4.3.4 UnLoc 

UnLoc [Wang 2012] is a hybrid indoor positioning system. The system relies on landmarks, which 

define the user’s location, and DR schemes to track the user’s location between landmarks. A 

landmark known indoor locations characterized by an identifiable signature on one or more sensing 

dimensions. These signatures may be for instance a gyroscope signature in a corridor turn, an 

accelerometer or magnetic signature in an elevator, or even a Wi-Fi signature. The physical 

displacement, between landmarks, is computed by multiplying the step count with the user’s step 

size. The latter is computed as a function of the user’s weight and height, which are manually 

inputted. The displacement’s heading is computed using the gyroscope sensor. 

Discovering new landmarks consists in recognizing distinct patterns, originated from many sensed 

signals, and then testing if a given pattern is spatially confined to a small area. This is a clustering 

problem that the authors solve by subjecting the sensor gathered data, originated from many 
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devices, to a clustering algorithm – k-means18. While this is an unsupervised learning algorithm, the 

scheme still requires some seed landmarks to be manually fed into the system, in order to enable 

the discovery of new landmarks. In terms of location precision, UnLoc reports a median positioning 

error of 1,69 meters. 

4.4 Energy Efficiency 

While incentive provision mechanisms ease and improve the recruitment and retaining of 

participants, if the mobile application ends up consuming too much of the device’s resources, then 

the advantages that come with these mechanisms may be rendered useless. In particular, the 

smartphone’s battery is considered to be, from the user’s perspective, the most important feature of 

any mobile smartphone [CNN 2005]. Additionally and despite the recent advancements in 

smartphone technology, the battery still remains a major barrier for most mobile applications [Kumar 

& Lu 2010, Xia 2014]. Therefore, there is a need to address this issue by designing an architectural 

solution that focus on minimizing the inherent energy consumption. 

In this Section, first we present a brief overview and comparison of the energy-efficiency of different 

tracking technologies, such as the GPS, Wi-Fi, among others. Then in the following sections, we 

present several systems that propose different approaches to enable energy-efficient tracking. 

These systems and solution propose energy-savings at different levels, namely: i) through more 

energy-efficient tracking techniques, ii) by adjusting the tracking sampling-rates according to the 

user’s context, namely if the user is stationary or not; and iii) by minimizing the tracking information 

uploading inherent energy-costs. 

4.4.1 EnTracked 

EnTracked [Kjærgaard 2009] is a system that enables tracking of pedestrians equipped with GPS-

enabled devices. Furthermore, it schedules position updates based on a device’s model, in order to 

minimize energy consumption. The EnTracked device’s model consists of two parts: a power model 

that describes the device’s power usage; and a delay model that describes the powering delays, for 

instance, how long it takes for the GPS to power up and acquire a position. The energy saved 

comes at the cost of the locations’ accuracy, however, the system is configurable to achieve 

different trade-offs between energy saved and accuracy. 

The accelerometer sensor is employed as a secondary sensor, which is responsible for detecting 

user movement. Energy consumption is reduced by avoiding querying for locations when the user is 

considered to be stationary. 

Scheduling of the GPS is performed using an error model (equations 2.5 and 2.6). Every time a 

position is acquired, the nest position determination event is scheduled based on the GPS’s current 

velocity and whether the user is currently in motion or stationary.  

𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =  𝑢𝑔𝑝𝑠 + (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑔𝑝𝑠) × 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡  (2.5) 

                                                
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering 
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𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 =  
𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 − 𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡
 

(2.6) 

where: 

𝑢𝑔𝑝𝑠 is the horizontal accuracy outputted by the GPS module, 

𝑡𝑔𝑝𝑠 is the elapsed time since the last GPS position 

𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is the application-defined error limit. 

 

 

According to the authors, most of the energy savings that EnTracked provides are achieved while 

the device is stationary. During these periods, the device enters in a low power state, hence 

increasing energy savings. When compared to a 10-second periodic GPS strategy, EnTracked 

achieves an 85.7% energy savings. 

4.4.2 RAPS 

Following a similar idea, RAPS [Paek 2010] relies a collection of techniques to determine when to 

turn on the GPS. First and to prevent GPS activation when the user is stationary, RAPS detects 

movement by applying onset detection19 to the accelerometer’s sensor samples. Furthermore, the 

user’s location-time history is employed to estimate the user’s velocity and position uncertainty. 

RAPS maintains the user’s average velocity and the average estimated activity ration associated 

with each space-time unit of a 3-dimensional (latitude, longitude and time-of-day) coordinate system. 

Before activating the GPS, RAPS looks up the user’s average velocity history �̅�𝐴 and activity ratio �̅�𝐴 

associated with the user’s current position 𝑃𝐴 and time of the day 𝑇𝐴, and then calculates the velocity 

𝑉(𝑡) and position uncertainty 𝑈(𝑡) as follows: 

𝑉(𝑡) =  �̅�𝐴  ×  
𝑅(𝑡)

�̅�𝐴

 
(2.7) 

𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑉(𝑡) × (𝑡 −  𝑇𝐴) +  𝑈𝐴 (2.8) 

where: 

𝑈𝐴 is the last uncertainty of position 𝑃𝐴 at time 𝑇𝐴 

𝑅(𝑡) is the current activity ration 

 

 

The RAPS system only turns on the GPS if the uncertainty 𝑈(𝑡) exceed a threshold. Additionally, the 

system also asserts GPS unavailability using celltower-RSS blacklisting. Whenever RAPS succeeds 

of fails in obtaining a new position, it records the current celltower ID and the received signal 

strength information, which is associated with that success of failure. When the GPS is required, the 

                                                
19 Onset detection is a technique used to detect the start and duration of significant user activity. It does so by 
maintaining running estimates of the signal envelope (the signal’s dynamic upper and lower bounds) and 
compares these against the noise mean (which in this case corresponds to the gravity force). 
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system checks the celltower-RSS table and decides whether to defer GPS activation. Finally, RAPS 

also leverages Bluetooth communication to reduce the position uncertainty among neighbouring 

through opportunistic contacts using a BPS protocol. 

While RAPS was designed to work mainly with GPS, it can be used on top of other underlying 

positioning systems. The system reports a 78% energy consumption when compared to a 270-

second periodic GPS strategy, while also achieving a comparable average uncertainty. 

 

4.4.3 LifeMap 

LifeMap [Chon 2010] is a smartphone-based energy efficient context provider that leverages the 

device’s inertial and magnetic sensors, and combines them with GPS and Wi-Fi positioning systems 

to provide indoor and outdoor location information. Furthermore, LifeMap is based on the 

assumption that every user, in general, behaves according to a daily pattern from which it is possible 

to infer the user’s Points of Interest (PoI) dynamically. A location is considered a POI if the user 

remains in that location for extended periods of time. LifeMap starts by acquiring the user’s location 

via GPS, as a high accuracy location provider. As the user moves around, further estimations are 

made via DR. Because DR is susceptible to cumulative errors, LifeMap employs the found POI as 

corrections over the DR estimations. 

LifeMap is comprised of four major components: Activity Manager, Location Manager, Context 

Manager and Content Provider. The Activity Manager relies on the device’s inertial sensors to 

monitor the user’s activity. If the user spends and extended period on a specific location, then that 

location is considered to be a POI. When a POI is found the Context Manager is notified, so that it 

may acquire the user’s context, hence creating a fingerprint of that POI. When the user starts to 

move again, classification data obtained by the Location Manager is used to approximate the user’s 

location and correct the DR. The Location Manager component is responsible for providing physical 

and logical information using several providers. In particular, the location information is acquired 

using the inertial, GPS and network providers. The logical provider, on the other hand, determines 

the logical identification of a place and decides if the current location corresponds to a predefined 

POI, which is recognized by matching BSSIDs20 and SSs in nearby Wi-Fi networks. Furthermore, 

identical POIs are aggregated by matching logical location fingerprints. 

The Context Manager is responsible for aggregating the location information, activity and 

environmental context into a graph that represents the user’s context. Finally, the Content Provider 

manages the database to provide user context data to the applications. 

The evaluation of the LifeMap system showed that, in terms of the DR scheme, the system presents 

a maximum heading error of 45 degrees. While small user’s movements, such as messaging, 

generate relatively stable results, the heading becomes unstable under certain conditions, for 

instance, when the device is located inside the user’s trouser pocket while walking. In term of 

positioning, LifeMap presents an average positioning error of 17.7 meters. Finally, in terms of energy 

consumption and when compared to a strategy where the GPS is always on, LifeMap is up to three 

                                                
20 Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) is the MAC address of an AP and is included in all wireless packets. 
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times more energy efficient, when assumed that the user’s average movement ratio is under 20% 

throughout the day. 

4.4.4 SociableSense 

SociableSense [Rachuri 2011] is a mobile sensing-based application designed to monitor the social 

interaction patterns in office environments. To enable energy-efficient tracking of the users’ social 

interaction patterns, the application proposes an adaptive sampling mechanism, as well as a 

computational offloading scheme. The first was designed to minimize energy-costs inherent from the 

use of the device’s embedded sensors. The latter, on the other hand, was designed to minimize 

computation inherent energy-costs associated with the processing and interpretation of the raw 

sensor data. 

The authors promptly identify that the continuous use of the device’s sensing capabilities can rapidly 

decrease the device’s battery lifetime. To address these challenges, Sociable sense employs an 

adaptive sampling technique that balances the energy-accuracy-latency trade-offs. The sampling 

rate of the employed sensors is adjusted according to the context of the user in terms of observed 

events, to reduce energy-costs. To do so, SociableSense employs a learning technique referred to 

as linear reward-inaction. The decision whether to sense or not from a sensor is based on a 

probability value, which the authors refer to as probability of sensing. 

Furthermore, when computationally intensive processes are necessary to infer relevant information 

from the sensed data, energy may be saved through computational offloading. This applies to the 

SociableSense application, as it performs audio sample processing, which is known for its 

computational complexity. By offloading more computational offloading tasks to a more resourceful 

infrastructure than the mobile device, for instance, a back-end server, it becomes possible to save 

energy as long as the energetic communication costs remain small. 

4.4.5 effSense 

effSense [Wang 2013] is an energy-efficient and cost-effective data uploading framework, designed 

for delay tolerant mobile applications. In terms of energy-efficiency, the frameworks reduces the 

data uploading inherent energy costs by piggy-backing the data upload operations during critical 

events or by using more energy-efficient networks. On the other hand and to reduce potential 

monetary costs, data uploading is generally deferred to Bluetooth or Wi-Fi gateways, which are cost-

free channels, or by relaying the data to other users with better mobile data plans. 

While the proposed solution in terms of monetary costs is fairly simple, for energy-costs reduction a 

more complex solution is proposed. For energy-efficiency, one of effSense’s major challenges was 

the identification and prediction of critical events, such as phone calls or encountering other users, 

Bluetooth\Wi-Fi gateways. These events’ probability are predicted using a Poisson distribution 

model. By predicting such events, the proposed algorithms are capable of saving up 13% more 

energy, when compared to a simplistic greedy approach21. 

The evaluation of the effSense framework using the MIT Reality Mining and Nodobo datasets, 

demonstrated that the system is capable of reducing energy-costs, for users with unlimited mobile 

                                                
21 These results were obtained during the effSense framework using the MIT Reality Mining dataset. 
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data plans, from 55% to 65%. Furthermore and for users with limited mobile data plans, when 

compared to traditional uploading schemes, effSense is capable of reducing data costs between 

48% and 52%. 

4.5 Transportation Modality Detection 

While the ability to reliably and accurately track the location is vital for LBS systems, the ability to 

detect the transportation mode is vital in the scope of TRACE. Transportation modality detection can 

be perceived as a particular case of activity recognition, which is a widely studied field [Lane 2010]. 

More specifically, transportation modality detection may be divided into two subtasks [Hemminki 

2013]. First, determining if the user is stationary (stationary detection). Then, and if the user is in 

motion, detecting what means of transportation is being employed. 

4.5.1 Stationary Detection 

Stationary detection is a widely studied field, which has been addressed by many authors. In 

LOCADIO, for instance, Krumm and Horvitz [Krumm & Horvitz 2004] determine if a user is stationary 

or mobile according to changes measured on the WiFi signal environment. Similarly, Muthukrishnan 

et al. [Muthukrishnan 2007] also detect the user’s mobility based on the spectral characteristics of 

the WiFi signal environment. Kim et al. [Kim 2010] uses the accelerometer’s variance feature to 

detect when a user remains inside a certain area. This solution, however, raises the challenge of 

distinguishing between stationary and motorized transportation modes, where generally the users 

remain still.  For that purpose, Kjærgaard et al. [Kjærgaard 2011] combines the accelerometer’s 

variance with GPS-based information to distinguish between the two. 

4.5.2 Transportation Modality Detection 

If the user is not stationary, that is, he/she is in locomotion, then the ability to accurately detect the 

adopted means of transportation is of great value. However, unlike stationary detection, this is a 

relatively novel field of study in the context of mobile sensing. 

For transportation modality detection, the main objective is to distinguish between different 

transportation modes. These modes can be pedestrian modes (walking, running, climbing stairs), 

non-motorized modes (cycling, skating), or even motorized modes (car, bus, train). Distinguishing 

between different motorized transportation modes, which requires accurate fine-grained 

classification, is currently one of the most relevant challenges. 

To classify the transportation modality different authors have resorted to different sensors and 

approaches. For instance, Sohn et al. [Sohn 2006] monitor changes in the user’s GSM signal 

environment to detect different transportation modes, at a coarse-grained. Mun et al. [Mun 2008], on 

the other hand, combine GSM with WiFi to distinguish between dwelling, walking or driving, with 

precision between 80% and 90%. It is important, however, to understand that signal-based solutions 

are very unreliable outside urban areas [Hemminki 2013]. Furthermore, they generally require 

careful calibration, thus making them unreliable in new and unmapped environments. 

An alternative to signal-based solutions is the use of the GPS. Zheng et al. [Zheng 2008, Zheng 

2010], for instance, detect transportation modes using features extracted from the GPS 
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measurements, These features include location information, velocity, acceleration, as well as 

changes in the user’s direction. Along with information pertaining to the characteristics of the 

locations acquired by the GPS receiver, the authors were able to achieve an accuracy of 76% when 

distinguishing between stationary, walking, cycling, driving and travelling by bus. It is, however, 

important to mention that the GPS is an ideal sensor due to its many limitations. First, its accuracy 

depends on a clear line of sight to at least four satellites, which in urban areas is not always 

achievable. Additionally, the GPS is a very energy demanding sensor, thus making it unreliable for 

continuous sensing. 

For transportation mode detection the accelerometer is actually one of the most employed sensors. 

While many transportation mode inference solutions rely on the GPS, the accelerometer presents 

itself as a better alternative for several reasons. First, the accelerometer has very low power 

consumption, therefore, allowing for continuous tracking. Second, the accelerometers measure the 

user’s direct movements. Unlike the GPS, the accelerometer does not depend on the existence and 

strength of external signals. Finally, the accelerometer measurements contain very detailed 

information about the user’s movements, hence enabling fine-grained transportation mode 

detection. Most accelerometer-based transportation detection systems are capable of achieving 

precisions higher than 90%, when it comes to pedestrian and non-motorized transportations 

[Hemminki 2013]. However, their performance is significantly lower for stationary and motorized 

transportation modalities [Reddy 2010, 31].  

A relevant example of accelerometer-based transportation mode detection is the work proposed by 

Wang et al. [Wang 2010]. This is a purely accelerometer-based solution that compares features 

extracted from the 𝐿2 norm with features extracted from the horizontal and vertical representations 

of the accelerometer’s measurements. For each of the two representations a large set of features is 

extracted over non-overlapping windows. Once the features are extracted Wang et al. employ an 

offline training decision tree classifier. 

Reddy et al. [Reddy 2010], on the other hand, employ a hybrid solution that combines the GPS 

measurements with accelerometer ones. The proposed solution is able to classify stationary, 

running, cycling and motorized transportation modes, with a precision over 90%. The classifications 

are performed using an offline trained hybrid classifier, which encompasses a decision tree and 

Hidden Markov Model classifiers. While presenting a high precision, Reddy et al. are not able to 

distinguish between different transportation modes. 

Finally, one of the most current and relevant works on fine-grained transportation mode detection is 

the work proposed by Hemminki et al. [Hemminki 2013]. The authors propose a purely 

accelerometer-based solution for fine-grained transportation mode detection. To assure the 

solution’s precision, the authors propose a novel algorithm designed to estimate the gravity 

component of the accelerometer readings. It is important to account for gravity as it acts as noise 

over the accelerometer’s measurements. Once the sensors’ samples have been processed, through 

a low-pass filter and the gravity has been removed, the features are extracted. In particular, the 

authors extract the accelerometer features at three different levels: frame-based, peak-based and 

segment-based. The first set of features is employed to effectively capture the characteristics of 

high-frequency motion caused by the user’s physical movement, or even caused by the 

characteristics of the motorized transportation (e.g. engine-inherent vibrations). The peak-based 
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features are used to characterize low-frequency motions, such as acceleration or breaking periods 

of motorised vehicles. Finally, the segment-based features are employed to characterize the 

patterns of acceleration and deceleration observed during a segment. Once the features have been 

extracted, Hemminki et al. perform locomotion detection in a hierarchical manner. At the root of the 

hierarchy, a discrete HMM-based kinetic motion classifier that is responsible for detecting 

movement, and distinguishing between pedestrian and other modalities. If the classifiers consider 

the user to be stationary, then the classification process proceeds to a stationary classifier. The 

latter is responsible for determining if the user is in fact stationary, or in a motorised transport, where 

generally there is little or no movement. Finally, if the user is considered to be in a motorised 

transport, then a motorised classifier is employed. This classifier is able to distinguish 5 different 

motorized transportation modalities: bus, train, metro, tram or car. The last two classifiers perform 

segment-based classification using a voting scheme that aggregates frame-based classifications 

over an observed segment. As more evidence to support one of the modalities accumulates during a 

segment, the more accurate the prediction becomes. Each of the three classifiers considers a 

variant of the AdaBoost as the instance-based classifier. Several instance-based classifiers were 

evaluated, however, AdaBoost presented itself as the best alternative due to its precision. This 

solution is able to achieve a precision of 84.9%. Additionally, when compared to Wang et al. [Wang 

2010] and Reddy et al. [Reddy 2010] systems, the work of Hemminki et al. represents an 

improvement of nearly 20% in precision. 

5 Storage Solutions 

The previous section focused on delivering content based on users’ location and context. This 

information is very rich and highly valuable for a wide plethora of purposes. For instance, a better 

understanding of a city’s most congested roads can lead to better urban planning. Therefore, there 

is a need for solutions capable of aggregating this information and enabling interested third-parties 

to analyse it.  For a proper assessment of the user’s history and interests, this information must be 

persistently stored, and most importantly, in a way that enables and eases the analysis of large 

quantities of tracking-based information. In particular, modern storage solution should enable for 

high-performance data-mining. 

Thus, this section surveys today’s localization storage techniques by analysing them as related 

work. First, we introduce the advantages and disadvantages of the main replication and partitioning 

techniques used by data repositories. Next we analyse the various ways one can represent location 

based data, as well as the different techniques to enrich and summarize them. Afterwards we 

expose the current limitations of relational repositories based on the requirements of this project, as 

well the advantages and disadvantages of non-relational repositories. 

5.1 Current Solutions 

5.1.1 General Concepts 

A repository can be enhanced, in terms of capacity and performance in one of two ways: 

 Horizontal Scaling: Increasing the number of servers managing the data. 
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 Vertical Scaling: Upgrading the hardware/resources (RAM, CPU, Disk) of the current serves 

managing the data. 

 

Note 
Horizontal scaling offers a better price/quality relation than vertical scaling [Michael 2007, 

Hwang 2014]. 

 

5.1.1.1 Partitioning and Replication 

In a distributed repository data can be partitioned and/or replicated. The partitioning technique 

allows data to be distributed among different servers. Through this it is possible to make each server 

responsible for its own subset of data reducing the overall data that each one manages. Read and 

write operations may thus be sent to different servers allowing for a proper load balance. However, 

operations that require access to several partitions in order to be fulfilled, will require communication 

among different servers, hence reducing these operations’ performance. On the other hand, the 

replication technique stores copies of the data in several servers, thus making the same data to be 

accessible in different servers. This solution, when compared with the partitioning technique, has the 

disadvantage of wasting storage space to store copies of the same data. Nonetheless, it still 

enables the improvement of the data and service’s availability. 

Two replication types are analysed in this section: 

1. Primary-Copy [Gray 1996]: Writing operations are always executed in a single, predefined, 

replica (master) and afterwards propagated to the remaining ones (slaves). Reading 

operations can be done in any of the replicas. Data propagation can be done in one of two 

ways: 

 

a. Eager or synchronous: In this case the client only gets the reply from the master 

once the data has been propagated to all the slaves. 

b. Lazy or asynchronous: This propagation method allows the master to reply to the 

client as soon as he/she has the data stored locally, only afterwards does the master 

propagate it to the slaves. This method has the disadvantage of allowing clients to 

read stale data from outdated slaves. Additionally, if the master fails immediately after 

responding to the client, it can also lead to missing updates. 

 

2. Update-Anywhere [Gray 1996]: Writing operations can be performed in any replica (master). 

These replicas are then responsible for propagating and synchronizing their data. Once 

again, reading operations can be performed on any replica. For propagation methods we 

have: 

 

a. Eager or synchronous: In this instance the client will only get the confirmation of the 

writing operation once all replicas are synchronized. This requires masters to 

communicate among them and decide the order of the concurrent writes. This kind of 

propagation can lead to a high amounts of messages being exchanged between the 

replicas. 
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b. Lazy or asynchronous: In this case the client is notified of a successful write as 

soon as the master writes the data. Afterwards the master communicates with the 

remaining replicas and synchronizes the new data. This method allows for clients to 

read stale data from outdated replicas. Conflicts can also occur between concurrent 

writes. 

In the primary-copy technique, increasing the number of replicas only raises the number of reading 

operations that are allowed by the repository. Writing operations are always limited by the 

performance of the master. On the other hand, with the technique update-anywhere, increasing the 

number of replicas allows for both an increase in reads and writes thus avoiding the master replica 

bottleneck. Nevertheless, it is important to understand that these performance benefits may be 

undermined when in the presence of large rates of updates, due to increased coordination 

overheads. 

Due to the fact that this project will require the storage of an ever growing amount of data, from an 

ever growing set of clients, it is mandatory that it allows proper scalability and performance for both 

read and write operations. 

5.1.2 Location Data Modelling 

5.1.2.1 Location Modelling 

According to Xu [Xu 2013], the modelling of the movements of one object can be divided in: 

1. Free space [Sistla 1997]; 

2. Road (spatial) network [Hartmut 2006]; 

3. Indoor [Jensen 2009]. 

Free space is an environment in which there is no kind of restrictions to objects’ movements. In this 

kind of environment, objects’ localization is given by latitude, longitude and altitude, based on a 

global scale referential. However, most of the time objects move within predefined routes. Among 

these routes are highways, roads, railways, metro lines, and so on. When tracking the movement of 

cars, we might just be interested in their positioning related to the road. A simple example would be 

referencing a car by stating at which kilometre of the highway it is, instead of its absolute position. 

The above cited works propose different ways to do the representation and handling of location 

data. However, each one of them can only handle one type of said models, i.e., road networks are 

prepared to handle free space locations. Xu [Xu 2013] presents a generic model to do the 

representation of objects in order to achieve a history repository with different objects in different 

environments (free space, spatial network and indoor). 

5.1.2.2 Trajectory Modelling 

The evolution of the position of an entity within a time interval, and with a concrete objective, is 

called a trajectory [Spaccapietra 2008]. A trajectory that only contains non-semantic data (latitude, 

longitude and timestamp) is called a non-semantic trajectory (raw). Non-semantic trajectories are 

ideal for services/applications that only require locating an object (e.g. Where was John on 

December 12th, at 14:30?) or to do statistics about the characteristics of the trajectories (e.g. which 

was the percentage of trajectories that had an average speed of 10km/h?). However, many location 
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based services are not interested only on storing and analysing the different locations of a moving 

entity but also on their semantic context. 

A trajectory can be decomposed on an ordered list of episodes. An episode is characterized by a 

time range and its semantic data [Lakshman 2010], e.g., “John (semantic data) arrived at 12:20 and 

left at 13:30 (time range), and bought some new sneakers (semantic data)”. Thus, the episodes 

abstract a sub-sequence of spatiotemporal points, based on specific criteria which was defined by 

the service or application in question. The episodes can be obtained through queries done by the 

service/application to the location repository, or through offline analysis of the raw trajectory stored 

in said repository. 

A semantic trajectory is an ordered sequence of episodes which were annotated with semantic data 

[Yan 2010]. Semantic trajectories allow services to store and analyse only relevant information 

based on their needs. Furthermore, these trajectories enable a considerable reduction on the 

amount of stored data. This happens because it is not necessary to store sematic data per GPS 

point, but rather per episode. A simple example would be the daily route of a college student: “The 

student travelled, by car, from his college (in the morning); then, after classes (in the afternoon), 

he/she left college to go to a sports shop, finally, after leaving the shop, he/she arrived at home (in 

the evening)”. 

5.1.3 Additional Processing of Location Data 

5.1.3.1 Identifying Trajectories 

In order to extract trajectories which are relevant to services/applications, it is necessary that either 

the applications or the repositories identify them as being relevant. A trajectory can be divided by 

services/applications, or by offline post processing of the data, into smaller trajectories. Based on 

their usage scenario, these trajectories can be divided into [Yan 2010]: 

1. A time or spatial range, in between location entry points. 

2. A predefined time range. 

3. A predefined set of location points. 

By using the first one, (1) a time or spatial range between location entry points, the data sequence is 

divided into trajectories based on the following guidelines: 

1. Given a large time range, ∆t_large defined by the application, two location points, pi (loci, ti) and 

pi+1 (loci+1, ti+1) and the current trajectory traji. A new trajectory traji+1 is created if ti+1 – ti > ∆t_large, 

being that pi will be the last location point of the trajectory traji, while pi+1 will be the first of the 

new trajectory traji+1. 

2. Given a time range ∆t and a distance d defined by a service, a function dist, that calculates 

the distance between two location points, pi(loci, ti) and pi+1(loci+1, ti+1) and the current trajectory 

traji. A new trajectory traji+1 is created if ti+1 – ti > ∆t and dist(loci, loci+1) > d, being that pi is the 

last location point of the trajectory traji, while pi+1, will be the first point of the new trajectory 

traji+1. 

When using (2) a predefined time range, a trajectory can be divided in several sub-trajectories 

based on the range of the predefined time range (hour, day, month, year, etc). For example, we can 
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define daily trajectories that always start with the beginning of a new day, allowing us to follow the 

daily movements of a specific entity. 

On the other hand, when using, (3) a predefined set of location points, a trajectory can be divided 

into sub-trajectories containing very specific locations (e.g. schools, restaurants, shops, etc). A 

simple example would be trajectories that start at a location loci and end in at loci+1, allowing us to 

follow entities between these two predefined location points. 

Afterwards, the trajectory can be enriched by information from: 

1. The service/application in question 

2. The repository 

3. External services, such as Google Geocoding API22 OpenStreetMap23. 

5.1.3.2 Identifying Episodes 

Episodes allow annotations upon a trajectory. An example of this is a trajectory done by a tourist 

which can be divided into an ordered sequence of episodes. Each one of these episodes represent 

a visit to a specific tourist spot (monument, museum, etc). As mentioned before, episodes allow to 

reduce the amount of stored information as we can note them instead of the location points. 

These episodes can be divided by the services/applications, or even by repository, based on one of 

two policies: 

1. Density Based; 

2. Velocity Based. 

The policy density based creates episodes if the distance between successive location points of an 

entity is inferior to d, during a period of time higher than ∆t [Zheng 2010]. On the other hand, the 

velocity based policy creates new episodes if the velocity of an entity, for a given segment of the 

trajectory, is considerably lower than the average velocity of the remaining trajectory [Palma 2008]. 

5.1.4 Relational Repositories  

A relational repository is composed by a collection of relationships (tables). A relationship is a set of 

tuples (rows) that map attributes (columns) into values of that domain. The domain of an attribute is 

a predefined type that restricts which values that attribute can take. 

In order to enable queries, the relational repositories offer a relational algebra that allows them to 

perform actions on top of those relationships. This relational algebra is exposed to the programmer 

through a standard query language named SQL. Although most repositories of location data are 

relational, these repositories have: 

1. Low performance in sparse relationships; 

2. Low support and performance for spatial network queries; 

3. Hardships on partitioning data throughout different servers. 

                                                
22 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/?hl=pt-PT 
23 http://www.openstreetmap.org 
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5.1.4.1 Low Performance on Sparse Relations 

This project’s repository will be used to store localization data and trajectories, as well as their 

corresponding semantic data. This means that the data being stored will have a high amount of 

attributes. However, some entries might have attributes without any value. This leads to attributes 

being populated with the value NULL (sparse relationship). An example of this is a trajectory that 

was recorded without any type of feedback concerning the decline of the road, or the pavement 

conditions.  

In a relational repository this can be modelled by a single table with a high amount of rows being 

filled with NULL. However, this solution takes up too much space on disk, with the majority of it 

being just NULL values. Furthermore, scans on such tables are slow, as these NULL values pollute 

the buffer pool with empty data [Beckmann 2006]. 

An alternative solution to store incomplete data was proposed by Agrawal [Agrawal 2001], where a 

sparse line is divided into multiple lines. For example, a relationship R with attributes A1…An and 

values v1…vn is stored in n tuples (id, A1, v1) … (id, An, vn). The solution proposed by Agrawal only 

requires the repository to store non-null values. This considerably reduces the amount of space 

occupied in the repository when compared with the first mentioned solution. However, operations 

that require reading several attributes have low performance. This happens because queries now 

read several tuples instead of just one. 

5.1.4.2 Low Performance and Support on Spatial Network Queries 

Spatial networks are not easily modelled in a relational repository. This is due to the fact that they 

are usually modelled using graphs [Sankaranarayanan 2010]. These graphs are composed of: 

1. Vertices - which represent the intersections between roads; 

2. Edges – which represent the roads; 

3. Weights – which represent the distance in kilometres or the travel time of that segment 

[Hartmut 2006]. 

A representation extensively used on relational repositories to module spatial networks is as follows 

[Booth 2009]: 

 node(node_id, property1, …, propertyN) 

 edge(edge_id, property1, …, propertyN, orig:node, dest:node) 

Node and edge are the name of two relationships, node_id, property1 … property, edge_id, orig and 

dest are attributes of a relationship, and :node is the type of information being stored in the attributes 

orig and dest. 

This solution has the disadvantage of requiring a join operation for each edge that is traversed. 

Thus, as the number of traversed edges increase, so does the computational and spatial complexity 

of the join operations being performed.  
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An alternative to modelling spatial networks on relational repositories is the usage of a distance 

oracle24. However, a distance oracle does not support the integration between a query optimizer and 

the query of oracles, which reduces the efficiency of the queries themselves [Sankaranarayanan 

2010]. 

The support for operations upon graphs, when in a relational repository, is limited because they 

cannot be translated into relational operations. Thus, it is not possible to identify the shortest path 

between two locations, or to identify patterns on spatial networks, without complex and inefficient 

queries, or without an independent module that extends the SQL language [Sankaranarayanan 

2010]. 

5.1.4.3 Hardships on Partitioning Data Throughout Different Servers 

Relational repositories are not ideal for distributed environments. This is mainly due to the fact that 

join operations might require tables partitioned in different servers, increasing their cost when 

compared to non-distributed environments. Transactions will also be more expensive since they 

might also need to communicate with a high amount of servers before they report the result back to 

the client.  

5.1.5 Non-Relational Repositories 

Non-relational repositories were developed in order to provide more flexibility through the absence 

of a fixed schema that had to be defined beforehand. These repositories also have the goal of 

allowing better performance by relaxing integrity assurances, as well better scalability by easing the 

distribution of data throughout different servers [Cattell 2011, Barmpis 2011, Hecht 2011, Indrawan-

Santiago 2012, Kaur 2013]. 

Non-Relational repositories are divided in different categories based on their data model: 

1. Key-Value; 

2. Column-Oriented 

3. Document-Oriented; 

4. Graph. 

Ahead is explained each of these repositories’ types, focusing on their data models, advantages and 

disadvantages. 

5.1.5.1 Key-Value Repositories 

Key-value repositories, sometimes designated by Distributed Hash Tables (DHT), allow the 

association of a key, k, with a value v. Although this is a simple model, a lot of services only need to 

have access to a value according to a particular key [DeCandia 2007]. Dynamo [DeCandia 2007], 

Riak [Riak 2014], Redis [Redis 2014] and Voldemort [Voldemort 2014], are some examples of such 

key-value repositories. 

Data Model 

                                                
24 The distance oracle module is an independent module of the relational repository that can be leveraged on 
SQL databases in order to calculate the distance, or shortest path, between two locations. 
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The key-value repository, Redis, allows the storage of data as a data structure (lists, aggregations, 

etc) and operate upon them, such as inserting a new element on a list. On the remaining key-value 

repositories, the applications is responsible for decoding the stored data on the repository. This 

means that the data is stored as an aggregation of non-interpreted bytes (BLOB25). These 

repositories offer the following operations: 

Put(Key, Value) – A key is paired with a value and stored. The stored value can be anything from plain 

text to images, or even videos. 

Get(Key) : Value – By stating a key it is possible to obtain the previously stored value associated to it. 

Delete(Key) – By stating a key it is possible to delete the previously stored data associated with said 

key. 

Some of these repositories allow the execution of map-reduce operations. However, these 

operations have low efficiency if they require the aggregation of data from a high number of servers.  

Spatial Data Storage Support 

Key-value repositories do not implicitly support the storage of spatial data. However, it is possible to 

use a geohash as a key value. A geohash is represented by a set of bits where each bit states the 

alternate division of the longitude-latitude rectangle [-180, 180] x [-90, 90]. Thus, the first division 

divides the rectangle in two squares, ([-180, 0] x [-90, 90] and [0, 180] x [-90, 90]). Points left of the 

vertical division ([-180, 0] x [-90, 90]) have a geohash starting with the bit 0 while the right half ([0, 

180] x [-90, 90]) have a geohash starting with 1. On each of the squares the next separation is 

horizontal. Points beneath the horizontal line add a bit with 0, while those above add a bit with 1. The 

divisions go on until the desired goal is achieved. 

Geohashes have the following properties: (1) each geohash represent a rectangle, (2) adding bits to 

the end of a geohash implies a smaller rectangle which is within the initial one, (3) similar prefixes 

imply proximity. Lines and polygons that go beyond the defined rectangle are decomposed in a set 

of distinct geohashes that can cover the total area of said figure. 

A spatial range query is addressed by performing one or more 1-dimension range queries in the 

repository. On the other hand, spatial neighbour queries can be accomplished through the following 

algorithm [Faloutsos 1989 ]: 

1. Compute p’s geohash. 

2. Look up for the predecessor and successor of p, respectively the previous and posterior 

geohash. Following both ways until an object v is found. 

3. Compute the Euclidian distance d, from v to p. 

4. Verify that there is no closer neighbour by executing a spatial range query centred on p and 

with a distance of d. 

 

 

                                                
25 BLOB – Binary Large Object 
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Spatial Networks Support 

Of the mentioned key-value repositories, only the Riak key-value one implicitly supports spatial 

networks. This is achieved through a technique called link-walking26. This technique starts at a 

specific key and then follows the links27 to find another keys that match the given predicate. Each 

time a link is crossed this correspond to a phase in a map-reduce which negatively affects the 

performance of spatial network queries. 

Replication and Partitioning Support 

In order to spread the load between multiple servers, in an efficient way, these repositories use a 

technique called consistent hashing [Karger 1997].  With consistent hashing, the range of the output 

of a hash function is considered as a fixed circular space, or ring. Each present server in the system 

is then assigned a position on said ring. Every entry that is to be stored is then done so on the first 

server that has a position higher than the new entry’s hash. 

This solution assures a uniformed distribution of the workload between the servers. However, values 

which have nearby keys can be stored in different data servers making this solution inefficient for 

range-based queries. On the other hand, key-value repositories use update anywhere replication, 

with lazy propagation, which allow for an increase in the number of possible reads and writes. 

5.1.5.2 Column-Oriented 

These repositories store data by aggregating it in columns. This means that subsequent columns 

are stored contiguously on disk. By aggregating data in columns these repositories achieve higher 

performance on column scans and on value aggregations, when compared to relational repositories 

[George 2011]. Bigtable [Chang 2008], Cassandra [Lakshman 2010] and HBase [HBase 2014] are 

some examples of column-oriented repositories. 

Data Model 

Column-oriented repositories offer a multidimensional sorted map. This map is accessed through a 

row key, column key, and a timestamp which was defined by the system administrator or the user. 

Every value on said map (cell) is an array of non-interpreted bytes [Chang 2008]. 

Lines are uniquely identified by their row key and decomposed in columns which are aggregated in 

column families. Lines are ordered lexicographically by their row key forming a table. Each column 

can have multiple timestamps, each one of them having a distinct value stored in distinct cells. 

Lastly cells are sorted by timestamp in a decreasing order. 

Spatial Data Storage Support 

Column-oriented repositories do not implicitly support the storage of spatial data. However, a 

geohash can also be used in this case, just like explained in Section 5.1.5.1. 

 

Spatial Networks Support 

Titan28 allows column-oriented repositories to support spatial networks storing. Titan stores graphs 

in tables, being that the row key of said tables are the identifiers of the vertices. Lines then contain a 

list of columns Edge and Property. A vertex can have a huge amount of edges connected to it which 

                                                
26 http://docs.basho.com/riak/latest/dev/using/libnk-walking/ 
27 Stored metadata that identifies the next key 
28 http://thinkaurelius.github.io/titan/ 
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need to be filtered based on search criteria. Titan improves the performance of said searches by 

building local indexes for each vertex. However, Titan still has a lower performance than a graph 

database. This happens because Titan needs to go through an index while graph databases have 

direct access to the information.  

 

Replication and Partitioning Support 

On column-oriented repositories, lines are partitioned among servers through their division in 

different ranges of row keys. Thus, each contiguous range of row keys is stored in a set of the same 

server. This set is dynamically divided once it becomes too large to be managed by a single server. 

This limit is set on the repository’s configuration file. When such a limit is reached, the range is 

divided in two sets of the approximate size. Column-oriented repositories use asynchronous 

primary-copy for replication, limiting the number of write operations to a server’s performance, but 

allowing an increase in the number of reads. 

5.1.5.3 Document Store 

Document Store repositories have their data stored based on access patterns, creating a document. 

This document is a data structure composed of property-value pairs, which is stored on disk as a 

contiguous block. Once the document is stored based on access patterns, document store 

repositories can achieve good performances. This happens because a single read of the document 

allows to obtain all the data required for the query, avoiding the usual join operations of the relational 

model. MongoDB [Mongodb 2014], CouchDB [CouchDB 2014], Couchbase [Couchbase 2014] are 

some examples of document stores. 

Data Model 

Document stores offer a set of documents, named collections, where each document represents 

semi-structured data, like JSON or XML. 

 

Spatial Data Storage Support 

MongoDB supports spatial data storage implicitly29. On the other hand, CouchDB and Couchbase 

can only support such data storage through an extension to the original repositories named 

GeoCouch [GeoCouch 2014]. MongoDB uses a geohash to answer to spatial queries while 

GeoCouch uses an R-tree Guttman 1984] instead.  

In an R-tree, vertices which are not leaves, store a pointer to their child’s vertex and a minimum 

bounding rectangle (MBR) of all its points. Leaf vertices store a pointer to the object in question and 

its corresponding MBR. For a set of points with size n, a MBR is essentially a box with the smallest 

size possible (be it area, volume or hipervolume), which contains all the points, and where its edges 

are parallel to the axis of the coordinates [Guttman 1984]. 

Spatial Networks Support 

Document store repositories do not implicitly support storing spatial networks. However, spatial 

network queries can be answered through the storage of the graphs in two collections: vertex and 

edge30. On the first collection, the vertex, each document contains a unique identifier for the vertex 

                                                
29 http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/applications/geospatial-indexes/ 
30 http//www.mongodb.com/presentations/building-directed-graph-mongodb 
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which represents its properties and a list of edges. Each element of the list of edges also contains its 

own unique identifier and properties. 

 

Replication and Partitioning Support 

Unlike other non-relational repositories, document oriented repositories allow different partitioning 

policies: 

1. Consistent Hashing, discussed in 5.1.5.1; 

2. Key Range, discussed in 5.1.5.2; 

3. Tag-aware, where documents are partitioned based on a user specified configuration which 

associates property ranges (key) to servers with a specific hardware.  

While document oriented repositories like CouchDB use an update anywhere replication, others, 

such as MongoDB use primary-copy replication. 

 

5.1.5.4 Graph Database  

A graph database consists of a set of vertices connected between themselves with edges. Each 

vertex can have one or more properties, and the queries are answered through an algorithm called 

graph-traversal. Thus, this type of repositories are optimized for graph-traversals, such as spatial 

network queries and pattern-matching on graphs. 

Neo4J [Neo4j 2014], Sparksee [Sparksee 2014] and InfiniteGraph [InfiniteGraph 2014] are some 

examples of graph databases. 

Data Model 

The most common model implemented on graph databases is one by the name of property graph. A 

property graph has the following characteristics: 

 It is composed by vertices and edges. For example, a trajectory can be modelled by a list of 

vertices, which represent locations, and edges connected between them, which represent 

the means of transportation used between two locations. 

 The vertices and edges can have properties. An example of this are vertices, such as those 

referenced before, which can have properties with semantic data concerning the locations, 

while the edges can have properties which state the distances between the locations. 

 The edges have a name, direction, and always a starting and ending vertex. 

The vertices of a graph are found through a lookup on an index, like a B-tree, or through a scan of 

all the vertices. Crossing all the different vertices can be done with constant time. This means that 

the crossing of an edge of a vertex is independent of the amount of edges connected to that vertex 

and can be tested with constant lookup time. The property that was just described is called by index 

free adjacency and is only implemented on some graph databases. In other words, a graph 

database G implements index free adjacency if the existence of an edge between two vertices of G 

can be tested by visiting the vertices without requiring the lookup on an index table, like in a B-tree 

Virgilio 2014 ] 

 

Spatial Data Storage Support 
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Only Neo4J supports an efficient storage of points, lines and polygons through an extension called 

Spatial Neo4j [Neo4j Spatial 2014]. This extension uses an R-Tree to answer the spatial queries.  

 

Replication and Partitioning Support 

Graph databases do not implicitly support the partitioning of graphs. However, a load balancer can 

be configured so that some queries (for example, writes versus reads, writes and reads of specific 

regions, or even writes and reads from specific services) are redirected to different servers in the 

cluster. This allows the servers to provide an efficient caching service for the most frequent queries. 

Graph databases use a primary-copy asynchronous replication. 

 

6 Privacy and Security 

6.1 Privacy 

Modern mobile devices, for instance, smartphones, come equipped with a plethora of embedded 

sensors capable of capturing very rich information pertaining to the users’ context. This information 

can be used to support and improve tracking applications. Nevertheless, it is important to consider 

that the fact that these applications capture such extensive and detailed collections of information, 

with regard to the users, can ultimately violate the users’ privacy. 

According to Christin et al. [Christin 2011], privacy can be defined as: 

“Privacy (…) is the guarantee that participants maintain control over the release of their sensitive 

information. This includes the protection of information that can be inferred from both sensor 

readings themselves as well as from the interaction of the users with the (…) sensing system.” 

One of the most direct ways to counter privacy threats is to control the data collection process at the 
user level [Christin 2010]. Furthermore, it is also important to allow the users to get involved in their 
own security process by allowing them to express their own privacy preferences. 
 
From the moment data is collected by each user’s mobile devices until it is presented to the end-
users (for instance, a shop owner interested in rewarding users for their behaviour), sensed data 
goes through several stages. Different security and privacy assurance mechanisms may be 
employed to protect the users at such stages. The following subsections detail some of such 
mechanisms. It is worthwhile to mention, that, while these mechanisms are described individually, 
many may be combined as to achieve higher privacy levels. 
 
Tailored Sensing 

Tailored sensing is an approach that addresses user privacy by manipulating the detail-level of the 

sensed information. One of the simplest ways of protecting user privacy is through a binary 

protection scheme, which has already been employed in some sensing projects [Miluzzo 2008, 

Shilton 2008]. This scheme allows the tracking application to operate in one of two sensing modes: 

i) enabled, in which sensing is allowed; or ii) disabled, in which sensing if prohibited. This, however, 

is a very restrictive approach as the disabled sensing mode is of little use to tracking applications. 
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 A more comprehensive solution is to provide intermediate degrees of sensing information, which 

range from fine-grained to coarse-grained information [Schilit 2003]. An example of how granularity 

may be employed as a privacy countermeasure is represented in Table 1. Instead of reporting a 

user’s exact geo-location31, which may undermine his privacy, tracking applications could opt to 

report the street’s name. The coarser the granularity level the less accurate the information 

becomes, thus it becomes harder to acquire detailed information that could violate the users’ 

privacy. There is, however, an inherent trade-off between the information granularity and its 

accuracy. Hence, the chosen granularity level should take into account the tracking applications’ 

accuracy requirements. In addition to a deeper sense of privacy, coarse-grained levels of sensing 

information also present other advantages [Christin 2011], namely: i) energy-saving as in some 

cases sensors may be turned-off for longer periods of time; ii) the information is compressed, hence, 

transmitting data also consumes less energy. On the other hand, to achieve coarse-grained 

information levels there may be a need to employ additional and more complex processing. 

 

Granularity Location 

Fine-grained Latitude and Longitude 

…. Street Name 

… District 

Coarse-grained City 

Table 1 Example of different location granularity levels 

A more sophisticated approach is to define certain factors that influence how and when privacy 

countermeasures are applied. For instance, users may be more preoccupied with the privacy of 

certain sensitive locations, such as their home or workplace. When in such areas, and to protect the 

users, applications could disable the tracking. These processes generally require the involvement of 

the users themselves, who are responsible for defining or specifying their personal conception of 

what should be considered sensitive information. 

Pseudonimity 

This is a commonly employed technique to increase the users’ privacy. According to this scheme the 
users are identified not by their actual name or identity but by an alias. This is a fairly simple 
technique that is used in several solutions [Shilton 2008, Shilton 2009, Deng & Cox 2009]. It is 
important, however, that while pseudonyms do hinder the users identification, this is not a full-proof 
solution. Pseudonyms are susceptible to inference attacks [Huang 2005], where an analysis of the 
data along with the identification of certain movement patterns can uncover of the users’ identities. 
 
Data Perturbation 
The objective behind data perturbation techniques is to hinder inference attacks through the 
introduction of intentional noise in the sensing samples. A simple and direct approach would be, for 
instance, the introduction of random noise. Krumm [Krumm 2007], however, demonstrates that 
independent random noise is insufficient to prevent inference attacks. In fact, the characteristics of 

                                                
31 A geo-location is comprised of a latitude and longitude pair 
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the selected noise should not only assure that the personal characteristics of the trace are masked, 
but that the system remains unaffected by the trace’s precision decrease. Ganti et al. [Ganti 2008], 
for instance, propose that the data perturbation scheme should be tailored to the specific 
requirements of the system. This is achieved through the construction of a noise model, which is 
designed by taking into account realistic data. 
 
Spatial Cloaking 
One of the most popular approaches to achieve spatial cloaking is by creating or associating groups 
of users that share common traits, for instance their current locations. By creating groups of users, it 
becomes harder to distinguish them among each other. This technique was first proposed by 
Sweeney [Sweeney], and is referred to as k-anonymity. There are two main approaches to achieve 
k-anonymity [Huang 2010]: i) generalization; and ii) perturbation. In generalization, the users’ 
sensing data is converted to coarser-grained information, similarly to the procedure described for 
tailored sensing. For instance, to protect the users’ location, the exact coordinates of a set of k users 
belonging to a group may be converted into the street’s name. Perturbation, on the other hand, 
encompasses the transformation of the sensing data. For instance, and given the previous example, 
the users’ reported location may be the average location of all k users in that group. Because k-
anonymity is not without flaws, Machanavajjhala et al. [Machanavajjhala 2007] propose l-diversity, 
which is basically an extension of the k-anonymity scheme. In l-diversity, in addition to aggregation 
of the information of k users, the group members must also provide at least l different values for the 
sensed attribute of interest. The purpose of this extension is to hinder possible homogeneity attacks 
[Machanavajjhala 2007] which, as the name suggests, exploit the monotony of certain attributes 
reported by the users. This monotony ultimately enables the identification of certain individuals 
inside the k-set of users, therefore, rendering k-anonymity useless.  One of the main disadvantages 
of both approaches is the need for a trusted third-party, responsible for performing either the 
generalization or perturbation of the sensed information. In order for spatial cloaking to be possible, 
the users must send their exact information to the third-party entity. 
 
Hiding Sensitive Locations 
Because some of the users’ locations are more sensitive than others, for instance their home, a 
simple and direct approach is to hide these sensitive locations. This approach was first proposed in 
the context of the PEIR campaign [Mun 2009]. In PEIR the users may select a set of location that 
they perceive as sensitive. Once a user approaches one of these said sensitive locations, the 
system generates fictional locations traces, which selectively avoid the sensitive location. 
Furthermore, the fictional trace is designed in such a way that it remains realistic. This is achieved 
by selecting a close and alternative route, and mimicking that specific user’s mobility patterns. The 
main advantage of this approach with regard to data perturbation and spatial cloaking is the fact that 
it does not compromises the system’s results. This is possible because there is no need to trade-off 
accuracy for privacy. On the other hand, the success of this approach depends on the ability to 
successfully mimic the user’s behaviour, otherwise an attacker may attempt to find suspicious 
movement patterns. The suspicious patterns are indicators of the existence of a sensitive location, in 
the vicinity of the reported fictional trace. 
 
Data Aggregation 
Shi et al. [Shi 2010] propose a privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme that relies on the mutual 
protection of users involved in the tracking endeavours. According to this scheme, instead of 
sending their whole tracking information, users distribute parts of this information with their 
neighbours. Then, each user sends part of his tracking information, along with information from 
other users. For instance, if two users Alice and Bob are involved, then each sends half of his 
information and half from the other one. If Alice’s information is captured, by a possible 
eavesdropper, then only part of Alice’s information is compromised. Therefore, it becomes harder to 
acquire enough information to perform an inference attack, as the eavesdropper is only able to 
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acquire parts of the information. One of the major advantages of this scheme is its simplicity. 
Nevertheless, it is important to understand that it is not without flaws. First, the privacy-level greatly 
depends on the number of neighbours that can cooperate in the information distributions. 
Furthermore, the scheme assumes all neighbours to be trustworthy, which may not be the case. 
 
Secure Storage of Information 
While the ability to reliably and accurately track the users’ mobility patterns relies on the tracking 
applications, the inference of higher-level information relies on a centralized service where 
information may be aggregated and analysed. Therefore, many applications rely on the existence of 
a centralized storage system. However, it is important to understand that such a solution reduces 
the users’ control over their own data [Christin 2010]. Mun et al. [Mun 2010] propose personal data 
vaults for this purpose. These are personal data repositories that may only be fully accessed by their 
owner. The repository owner may then choose to share his information with the centralized storage. 
 
Access Control and Audit  
While the users may be willing to participate and share their information, they may not be willing to 
share the tracked information with all eventual stakeholders. In fact, some users may be interested 
in specifying the intended audience authorized to access their information and the granularity of that 
information. Therefore, tracking systems should allow their users to specify the groups, specific 
users that are authorized to access their information, or even if they are willing to enable everyone 
to access their information [Christin 2010]. Additionally, users may be even granted the ability to 
specify under which conditions, for instance time of day, in which data may be released [Shilton 
2008]. Additionally, to enable fine-grained control, Shilton et al. [Shilton 2008] defends that systems 
should maintain a log of the entities that access a user’s information. This log may then be analysed 
by the users so that may better understand who is accessing their information, and therefore, better 
control their own access policies. 
 

6.2 Fraud 

Some LBS encompass incentive provision mechanisms, which provide rewards to the users 

according to their behaviour. By doing so, attempting to cheat these systems becomes more 

attractive, and therefore location fraud becomes an issue that must be dealt with. 

6.2.1 He et al. 

He et al. [He 2011] investigate several vulnerabilities in location-based social network services with 

regard to location spoofing or cheating attacks. The authors identify several server-side predicate-

based mechanisms to detect location fraud such as: i) denying frequent check-ins to the same 

location within a specific time window; ii) excluding locations that require surreal speeds to be 

achieved; iii) denying check-ins at different business within a certain time-distance of each other. 

Because the mobile device’s GPS may be spoofed through different techniques, the authors also 

suggest different solutions to counter location fraud, namely: i) distance bounding; ii) address 

mapping; and iii) venue side location verification. Distance Bounding relies on the limiting the 

transmission range or speed of a communication signal for location verification, for instance, by 

relying on NFC tags. Address mapping, on the other hand, requires an IP address to a location 

database. Finally, venue side verification assumes that the Wi-Fi router is capable of measuring the 

communication delay between itself and the device. By doing so, the router is capable of ensuring 

that the user is actually inside the venue and not in the next store. If so, the Wi-Fi router sends the 
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verification information to the corresponding LBS server. Each Wi-Fi router is also registered in the 

LBS server, so that a trusted communication may be established. Therefore, it becomes possible to 

blocking impersonation attacks by location cheaters. 

6.2.2 XACT 

XACT [Carbunar & Rahul 2012] employs a series of venue-side location verification mechanisms to 

certify the user’s location to external GSNs. The system allows three different location verification 

mechanisms: i) Wi-Fi-enabled Embedded Systems (WES), which is capable of switching its network 

card in ad-hoc mode; ii) a Feedback-enabled Embedded System (FES) equipped with an LCD 

screen and a proximity sensor; and iii) a Network Embedded System (NES) capable of 

communication with nearby devices. 

In WES, the venue shares and SSID with the GSN server. This SSID is periodically changed, once 

per time frame, in a manner that may only be predicted by the venue owner and the GSN server. 

When a user enters the venue, it scans for SSIDs in its vicinity and sends a list of those identifiers to 

the GSN server. If the SSID list contains the venue’s SSID for the current time frame, the check-in is 

successful.  

In FES, XACT display a temporary QR code on a venue LCD. This QR code encodes the current 

time 𝑇, an expiration interval ∆𝑇, and the previous values signed by the owner’s private key - 

𝑆𝑉(𝑇, ∆𝑇). During the check-in, the user takes a snapshot of the QR code, and extracts the encoded 

message 𝑀 = 𝑇, ∆𝑇, 𝑆𝑉(𝑇, ∆𝑇). Once the message is extracted, it is transmitted to the GSN server 

that verifies the signature and checks if the request is still valid, given the expiration time. To avoid 

replay-attacks and through an embedded proximity sensor, every time a user reads the QR code, 

the XACT system displays a new code. 

Finally, in NES the goal is to prevent wormhole attacks through local interaction between the users 

and XACT. During a check-in, the client establishes a local Wi-Fi connection with XACT, which 

initiates a challenge-response protocol. According to this scheme the user must compute an 

HMAC32 over a random challenge, i.e. a nonce. The time delay it takes to compute the HMAC and 

transmitting the response to the system is measure. If the delay in within a certain bound, XACT 

emits a certificate encapsulating both the challenge and response, certifying only the timeliness of 

the of the client’s reply. The client then sends the XACT certificate to the GSN server, which verifies 

both the certificate’s authenticity and the correctness of the user’s response. 

6.2.3 Saroiu et al 

Saroiu et al. [Saroiu & Wolman 2009] rely on a concept referred to as location proof. This is a piece 

of metadata, which is issued by a component belonging to the network infrastructure, and that 

certifies the receiver’s geographical location is within a certain range of said component. This 

solution relies on the existence of enhanced APs that add their location to their beacons and that are 

capable of issuing location proof certificates. A client that requires its location to be assured, may 

send a request to one of these enhanced APs. Upon the client request, the AP issues a signed 

                                                
32 A Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) involves calculating a hash of a message using a 
cryptographic hash function in combination with a secret cryptographic key. It is commonly used to 
authenticate and verify a message’s integrity. 
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location certificate that contains: the client’s identify, the AP’s identity, the location and a timestamp. 

To avoid spoofing, the communication between the client and the AP contemplates a challenge-

response protocol. While this is an interesting approach, it relies on the existence of modified 

network infrastructures, a dependency that may be unacceptable for many systems. 

6.2.4 APPLAUS 

APPLAUS [Zhu & Cao 2011] also addresses the possibility of fraudulent locations through the use of 

location proofs. However, instead of relying on enhanced network infrastructures, it relies on a peer-

to-peer Bluetooth-based distributed location proof system, where mobile devices mutually attest 

each other. 

APPLAUS assumes the existence of a Certification Authority (CA), which may be run by an 

independent trusted third-party, and an untrusted Location Server. Before any device may enter the 

system, it must be first registered before the CA and is identified by its Bluetooth’s MAC address. 

The device must then pre-load a 𝑀 public/private key set. The public key will operate as the client’s 

pseudonym33, while the private keys enable his authentication by digitally signing the messages. 

Additionally, it is important to note that the CA is the only entity in APPLAUS that is capable of 

associating pseudonyms with MAC addresses, this is very important since it is assumed that the 

Location Server cannot be trusted. 

A registered client that is trying to prove its location starts by broadcasting a request to its 

neighbouring devices. The request comprises the device’s pseudonym and a random number. A 

neighbouring peer that wishes to attest the location generates a location proof and sends it back to 

the requester. This location proof contemplates the requesting peer’s pseudonym and random 

number, as well as the witness’s pseudonym, location and timestamp. This location proof is also 

signed by the witness’s private key, and encrypted by the Location Server’s public key, so that only 

the server is able to read its contents. Upon receiving the location proof, the requester relays it to 

the Location Server. 

 

7 TRACE Global Architecture 

TRACE will trigger innovative cycling and walking promotion initiatives and planning practices by 

expanding the knowledge and leveraging the potential of cycling and walking tracking. 

The emergence and market uptake of technologies for mobile and ubiquitous computing is opening 

a window of opportunities for innovative applications that promote cycling and walking in new forms. 

These technologies allow affordable and accessible ways of tracking the walking and cycling of 

individuals which, when combined with new community-centric applications, promise to unleash the 

behaviour-change potential to unprecedented levels. 

These new technological opportunities promise to empower stakeholders willing to promote or 

benefiting from more cycling and walking. Examples of such stakeholders include local businesses, 

                                                
33 The pseudonym is temporary, and is modified periodically. 
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local authorities, and schools, among others. At the same time, new and improved tracking tools and 

initiatives are able to encourage a wider and more active involvement of citizens, enabling effective 

and concrete win-win processes. 

The data generated by the tracking of cycling and walking movements can be applied in initiatives 

and tools to align the interests of stakeholders and the interests of individuals towards cycling and 

walking choices, in ways that were not possible before or which lacked effectiveness. The ability to 

link these interests may be found in different scopes – some of which are yet to discover, 

experiment or evaluate.  

For example, while local businesses are interested in segmenting their customer base to attract new 

clients who arrive by bicycle or on foot, and potential customers are interested in obtaining 

discounts, the full uptake of this win-win outcome is still dependent on appropriate tracking-based 

applications. Likewise, cities and governments are interested in attributing benefits to people 

choosing to cycle or walk. However, achieving so requires applications that are able to trace 

individual mobility choices, at the same time respecting the requirements of final users (e.g. 

usability, seamlessness, privacy, trust). 

Defining the new levers of change that tracking brings out depends, on the one hand, on the specific 

characteristics of stakeholders and individuals. On the other hand, tracking is inevitably determined 

by the specific possibilities and constraints faced by information and communication technologies. A 

broad in-depth knowledge of what those new levers could be, how they work in different contexts, 

what challenges they present to their technical implementation, and how to overcome them, is a 

crucial step for the blooming of new applications. 

The specific objectives of TRACE are: 

 To assess the potential of the use of tracking data to carry out new and improved initiatives 
to tackle urban road congestion by promoting cycling and walking in the scope of different 
contexts, stakeholders and target groups; 

 To deepen and deliver the knowledge on how to apply cycling and walking tracking 
technology for behaviour change initiatives; 

 To study how cycling and walking tracking data may be used to improve urban mobility 
planning; 

 To tackle the related ICT challenges for the development of tracking services that meet the 
interests of individuals and stakeholders by researching and developing innovative ICT 
solutions that overcome such challenges; 

 To develop, implement and test tracking-based tools and pilot initiatives to promote 
behaviour change and support mobility planning, evaluating them in terms of its impacts, 
success factors and benefits, and preparing the group for their full commercial exploitation; 

 To provide guidance and tools, and disseminate them, to cities, regions and other relevant 
stakeholders in Europe. 
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Figure 3 – TRACE’s Global Architecture 

TRACE’s architecture (depicted at a very high level in Figure 3), was envisioned to enable the 

proposed objectives. The TRACEtracking module, present on TRACE users’ mobile devices, 

gathers tracking information and sends it to the TRACE’s storage system, namely the TRACEstore 

module. Essentially, TRACEtracking is a middleware that leverages the embedded sensors present 

on mobile devices to try to extrapolate users’ location, transportation modality, among other 

information. TRACEtracking also ensures that this process is energy efficient, effortless, robust with 

regard to potential fraudulent behaviour and ensures the user’s privacy and security. 

TRACEstore is the storage module of TRACE. Through it, TRACE stores the users’ movements, 

and their personal details along with the road network of cities. Among such personal details are 

things such as name, address, age and gender, only when such information is needed. This 

information can then be used, anonymously, by the award system and by the city hall urban 

planners. 

The award system is responsible for encouraging TRACE users to walk and cycle more on their 

cities. In a simplistic way, interested third-parties can register with TRACE and set rewards for its 

users. A simple example of this is a shop owner who wishes to award his clients for biking/walking 

there instead of driving. Through this reward system, TRACE can both promote local business and 

attractions, while at the same time encouraging people to walk and cycle more.  

Finally, there is the urban planner module. This module is able to provide high-level tracking 

information to municipalities. This information is anonymous and untraceable back to its original 

users. Such statistical information is invaluable to city halls that wish to have a proper urban 

planning. Through this information, city halls can achieve a better understanding of its road 

network’s use patterns, for instance which streets are the most congested and to which streets can 

then traffic be redirected to. At the same time, new infrastructures can be built to better fulfil the 

pedestrians and cyclists needs. 
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Figure 4 – Global TRACE view 

Figure 4 complements Figure 3 showing the several high level components along with the tracking 

technologies to be supported. Basically, it provides three possible tracking scenarios (using GPS or 

LEBT): 

1. GPS tracking – this means that each cyclists holds a smartphone with a GPS which 

provides the location to the TRACEstore;  

2. Stationary LEBT beacon – this means that each checkpoint holds a beacon that regularly 

broadcasts its unique identifier; thus, each cyclists holds a smartphone (LEBT capable) that 

detects the beacon and sends the identifier to the TRACEstore; 

3. Moving LEBT beacon – this means that each cyclists carries a LEBT beacon (e.g. fixed to 

the bicycle) that keeps broadcasting its identifier; such an identifier is detected by a computer 

at the checkpoint (e.g. at a shop) that for each detected identifier, sends it to the 

TRACEstore. 

In all the above scenarios, there must be a previous registration phase of both the cyclists and 

pedestrians along with the corresponding location technologies and data.  

 

The remaining of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.1 presents some use-case 

applications. Section 7.2 presents the TRACEtracking architecture, which is the middleware 

designed to ease and enable the creation and improvement of mobile tracking location-based 

applications. Then, Section 7.3 presents the TRACEstore, which is the architectural component that 

enables the collected tracking data to be aggregated and interpreted, so that higher-level 

information is inferred. Finally, Section 7.4 details how the security and privacy requirements are 

assured by the proposed architecture.  
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7.1 Use-case Applications 

An important aspect of the design guidelines of TRACE’s architecture is that it provides a set of 

libraries and interfaces that enable the design and development of different tracking applications. 

Additionally, these libraries may be also employed to improve other existing tracking applications. 

The TRACE libraries, more specifically TRACEtracking, effectively implements a middleware layer 

on which a wide set of LBS applications can rely on.  To better understand how different tracking 

applications may benefit from such an architecture, let us take into account how this may be 

employed to support the three applications associated with the TRACE project: 

 

1. Cycle to the Shop (CttS) 

2. Traffic Snake Game (TSG) 34 

3. Positive Drive (PD)35 

All three applications rely on the ability to accurately and robustly track the movement patterns of the 

users participating. However, it is important to understand that each of these three projects are 

currently at different stages. Therefore, the manner in which they employ TRACE implies different 

requirements and challenges. 

7.1.1 Generalized Use-case Scenarios 

Before presenting how these applications may leverage the TRACE’s libraries and interfaces, we 

first describe a set of generalized scenarios. The purpose of these scenarios is to better convey to 

what purpose and extent these libraries and interfaces may be employed. 

As was previously mentioned, the proposed architecture is comprised by two main components: the 

TRACEtracking middleware and the TRACEstore centralized repository, as represented in Figure 5.  

 

                                                
34 Traffic Snake Game: http://www.trafficsnakegame.eu/ 
35 Positive Drive: http://www.positivedriveapp.com/ 

Side Note 

This report’s main focus is on both related work and design of the TRACE system and its architecture. For this 

reason, implementation details have been purposely left out throughout the sections present in this document. 

Future reports will be done with the sole purpose of explaining how TRACE will be implemented. These 

reports will focus on implementation specific details such as technology to be used, hardware support and so 

forth. 
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Figure 5 Detailed TRACE's architecture overview 

Entities interested in participating may develop mobile tracking applications by directly leveraging 

the TRACEtracking middleware. For instance, this middleware may be employed to support the 

development and operation of the Cycle to Shop application, which is encompassed in the TRACE 

project. Users may then use this application to participate by enabling the application to track their 

movement behaviour. All information tracked by the application is then transmitted to the 

TRACEstore service through the DBTracking API. There, the trace information is aggregated and 

made available to a number of possible stakeholders. In particular, we contemplate the existence of 

three possible core types of stakeholders: i) interested third-parties; ii) urban planners and iii) end-

users. 

In the scope of the Cycle to Shop application, interested third-parties may for instance be shop 

owners. Shop owners are interested in rewarding users that cycle to their shop. Therefore, using the 

DBReward API, shop owners may specify rewarding policies, which define the rewards and 

corresponding conditions. When a user fulfils one of these policies, he/she is notified that he/she 

has been awarded something by that specific store owner. 

Unlike common interested third-parties, urban planners are interested in querying for higher-level 

information that may support and improve urban planning initiatives. Hence, these stakeholders are 

interested in information such as the traffic density distribution, which streets are preferred for 

cycling and walking, among other information. Using the DBPlanner API, urban planners may query 

the TRACEstore for this information. Because, there is such a wide range of possible information 

which they may be interested in, this API operates as a flexible and dynamic query-like function. 

Instead of offering a static and limited function, which would hinder support of future additional 

queries, urban planners design their own queries according to the information they require. 

Finally, some applications and systems may be interested in allowing users to analyse their own 

mobility behaviours as well as the mobility behaviour of their friends, and possibly even of the whole 

community. For this purpose, in addition to enabling tracking information to be stored in the 

TRACEstore service, the DBTracking API also enables applications and systems to query 

information pertaining to the users’ mobility patterns. Similarly to the DBPlanner API, this API is also 

designed as a flexible and dynamic query-like function.  
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Furthermore, because users may not be willing to share their information with everyone, given their 

own privacy and security concerns, the DBTracking API also enables the specification of privacy 

policies. These policies operate as guidelines, describing what information, at which level and with 

whom the users are willing to share. 

7.1.2 Cycle to the Shop 

CttS is a novel application designed to enable third-party entities, namely, interested local shop 

owners to reward users given the transportation mode adopted to reach the destination, for 

instance, a shop. 

The CttS may be built using the TRACEtracking middleware. The latter may be employed to enable 

the application to accurately and robustly monitor both the user’s position and mode of 

transportation. This information may then be sent to the TRACEstore server, which was designed to 

enable the acquisition of higher-level information, for example, which users have been close to a 

certain location. This information can then be queried and used by interested third-parties so as to 

reward certain behaviours, e.g. users that regularly come to a local shop. 

7.1.3 Traffic Snake Game 

The TSG is a 15-year proven and continuously improved approach to promoting walking and cycling 

to schools. Currently, this project is performed through a mainly non-ICT approach. More 

specifically, during the project’s campaign period, teachers survey their students with regard to the 

transportation modality adopted to get to and from school. Then, the teacher must register the 

survey’s results using a web page designed for the campaign. By the end of the campaign and given 

the mobility behaviour of the school’s students, the class or schools are awarded some reward. The 

more students adopting active means of transportation the higher the reward will be. 

Currently, the TSG project incurs in increased manual labour, as the teacher must survey each of 

his students on a daily basis. Additionally, there is an increased possibility of either the students or 

teachers cheating the system in an attempt to acquire better rewards. This is possible and fairly 

simple to achieve as the project assumes all participants to be well-behaved, which may not always 

be the case, especially if rewards are of increased value or appeal. Therefore, TSG could benefit 

from being developed as a pervasive mobile tracking application. More specifically, TSG could be 

built upon TRACE’s libraries. 

The TSG project is mainly concerned with tracking the student’s transportation modality. Hence, the 

TSG application could directly leverage the TRACEtracking modality tracking capabilities to monitor 

the student’s adopted transportation mode. Once the TRACEtracking’s location tracking capabilities 

detect that a student is within the school’s grounds, the transportation modality information adopted 

to get to the school is sent to the TRACEstore, just as if it had been surveyed by a teacher. Through 

this approach, the teachers no longer need to perform surveys since the information is automatically 

determined by the mobile tracking application. Additionally, because TRACEtracking is designed to 

be fraudulent-resistant, cheating endeavours are hindered and ultimately deterred. 

7.1.4 Positive Drive 
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PD is based ‘doing the right thing’ in terms of using the right route, driving at the right speed, using 

the bike instead of the car and using the right modality for the right activity. Good behaviour is 

rewarded by gameplay and winning prizes. Tracking data is the base for determining what is right 

and what is not. 

 

PD is a completely different scenario from the two previously mentioned ones, since the application 

has already been developed and is being employed in the city of Breda for over a year. Hence, it is 

of little interest to build PD from the ground up. Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement to 

make the application more attractive to both consumers, local governments and retail. In particular 

Positive Drive could be improved by enabling: i) tracking of other transportation modalities, such as 

bus or subway; ii) fine-grained tracking, for instance, tracking walking or cycling groups of 

commuters and their movement patterns; iii) coaching of participants, iv) fraud detection, among 

others. 

 

Because TRACEtracking is designed as a middleware, Positive Drive could easily migrate to this 

new paradigm. Additionally, TRACEtracking is designed to support not only location tracking but 

also transportation modality, among other information. Therefore, it could be employed to support 

finer-grained tracking. Furthermore, and given the fact that TRACE was designed to enable the 

inference of higher-level information, the information stored in TRACEstore could also be used to 

support coaching initiatives, for instance, by guiding the users to routes with less traffic. 

 

7.2 TRACEtracking 

TRACEtracking is a middleware designed to enable and ease the development of mobile sensing 

location-based applications. The middleware offers two modes of operation: i) triggered, and ii) 

subscription modes. 

Additionally, TRACEtracking also encompasses a TRACEClient module responsible for establishing 

a connection and transmitting the tracked information to the TRACEStore. 

The TRACEtracking was designed as a middleware that may be shared by one or more 

applications, as is depicted in Figure 6. By enabling applications interested in tracking the user’s 

mobility patterns, to do so through a common service, it becomes possible to maximize the use of 

the device’s resources. 

In the following sections, we detail TRACEtracking’s architecture and how it takes into account our 

previously defined requirements. These requirements encompass: i) the user’s privacy and security; 

ii) fraud-proof solution; iii) energy-efficiency; and iv) the operational and equipment costs should be 

negligible, for both participants and stakeholders. Finally, in Section 7.2.3 presents a brief overview 

of how each requirements is fulfilled. 
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Figure 6 TRACEtracking 

7.2.1 Tracking Manager 

The Tracking Manager is TRACEtracking’s core component. It is responsible for enabling tracking 

applications access the device’s sensing and location capabilities, among other sources of 

information.  

Applications may take advantage of the device’s capabilities through two supported modes of 

operation: i) triggered; and ii) subscription. The first enables an application to read a single value, 

while the second enables the applications to perform continuous tracking. 

Regardless of the selected mode of operation, applications leveraging the TRACEtracking 

middleware can acquire different types of information. In particular, the middleware supports the 

different sources of information that are acquired by the following components: 

 

 Location Tracker: enables access to the device’s current location, which is characterized by 

a latitude and longitude pair, as well as the location’s accuracy. While the middleware 

supports a wide range of positioning techniques, this component creates an abstraction layer 

that allows the application’s developers to focus solely on the tracking endeavour. 
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 Activity Tracker: enables access to the user’s current activity mode, i.e. if the user is 

stationary or in-motion, as well as the user’s mode of transportation (walking, cycling, and 

motorised transportation). 

 

 Beacon Tracker: enables access to a list of the beacons found in the user’s vicinity. 

 

 Sensing Engine: enables access to the device’s additional sensor readings, for instance the 

accelerometer, pressure and luminosity readings. The supported sensor types depend on 

the device’s sensing capabilities. 

 

7.2.1.1 Modes of Operation 

As was mentioned, the TRACEtracking middleware was designed to operate in two different modes 

of operation. In triggered mode an application may request for a single reading of one of the 

supported information sources. This is useful for applications that are not interested in performing 

continuous tracking, or that seldom require some information. One example of such a scenario is, 

for instance, an application that reads the device’s luminosity sensor to understand if the device is 

located inside a bag. This is the simplest mode of operation as it implies low levels of energy 

consumption, and is defined by the Trigger component.  

For continuous tracking an application may choose the subscription mode of operation instead. In 

this mode, an application registers one or more Sensor Listeners to different sources of information 

and with different sampling rates. Whenever a subscribed source of information produces a new 

value, it reports it back to the registered Sensor Listener, which may handle appropriately.  

Continuous sensing through subscription mode is more demanding in terms of the device’s 

resources, however, for some applications this is an unavoidable requirement. For example, 

navigation applications must continuously track their user’s location, so that they may better support 

them, for instance, by detecting when the user is lost and then suggest corrective measures. 

Therefore and to assure that the user’s mobile experience is not impaired, it is the responsibility of 

the Duty-Cycler component to provide an energy-efficient subscription scheme. By taking into 

account the activity mode inferred by the Activity Tracker component, which may be either stationary 

or in-motion, the Duty-Cycler may decide to decrease the sampling rates, or even to pause the 

subscribed sources of information. This will allow for energy to be saved during periods when the 

user is not moving. Nevertheless, some applications may still be interested in tracking the user 

during these periods of inactivity. Hence, applications may either resort to triggered mode or, when 

registering the Sensor Listener, they can specify what action to take during inactivity periods, 

namely to keep tracking.  

7.2.1.2 Location Tracker 

While the GPS is a location technology that enables high-accuracy positioning, it also implies high 

energy consumption levels, as the GPS is one of the most energy demanding sensors. Mobile 

sensing location-based applications should be concerned with minimizing their energy consumption 

levels. Therefore, these applications should be able to rely on less energy demanding positioning 

techniques without compromising their tracked location’s accuracy. With that in mind, the Location 

Tracker was designed. This component operates as an abstraction layer, in the sense that it allows 
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the tracking applications to focus solely on the tracking logistics, while the component is the one that 

actually selects and manages the positioning technologies and techniques. The Location Tracker 

component encompasses several location techniques and technologies. Each technique is defined 

as an independent module, so that new location techniques may be easily introduced. In particular 

the Location Tracker will support the following location technologies: 

 GPS 

 Network 

 WiFi GeoFi 

 BLE 

 Dead Reckoning (DR) 

 NFC 

 QR 

When an application registers a Sensor Listener for the Location Tracker, it may specify its accuracy 

and energy requirements. The Location Tracker will then manage these trade-offs so as to select 

the location technique that best benefits the application. Otherwise, the Location Tracker will always 

select the less energy demanding technologies, assuming that these are available. If not available, it 

will progressively select more energy demanding solutions.  

If an application or system is concerned with the possibility of fraudulent users, the Location Tracker 

may also be configured to rely on more than one location technology. By relying on several location 

technologies it becomes harder to deceive the system, as the different locations may be used to co-

attest each other. Additionally, this component also encompasses a Location Validator. The purpose 

of this component is to assure the validity of all the locations acquired. This is of great importance, 

especially for application that encompass incentive provision mechanisms. 

It is important to mention that while NFC and QR code location technologies are the less energy 

demanding, these require direct user intervention. Therefore, they may only operate in triggered 

mode. 

7.2.1.3 Activity Tracker 

In order to promote more active modes of transportation applications should be aware of the user’s 

mobility behaviours. The Activity Tracker monitors the user’s activity levels and adopted 

transportation modality. 

Besides allowing the applications to track their users’ mobility patterns, this component is also 

crucial to enable energy efficient tracking. By detecting periods of inactivity, i.e. when the user is 

stationary, energy may be saved by adjusting the sensors’ sampling rate. In order to do so, the 

Activity Tracker detects and reports the user’s activity state changes (stationary or in-motion) to the 

Duty-Cycler component. This approach is based on the one proposed for the EnTracked project 

[Kjærgaard 2009].  

7.2.1.4 Beacon Tracker 

To ease and improve the recruitment and retaining of participants, some applications and systems 

may be interested in providing rewards. Incentive provision mechanisms are a popular and 
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advantageous approach. However, depending on the types of rewards, these may increase the 

interest and payoff of cheating the system.  

Beacons are a new and rising technology that enable positioning through proximity sensing. 

Because they require a certain proximity to communicate with the users’ devices, which in most 

beacons is configurable, it becomes harder to deceive the system. Therefore, beacons are an 

attractive technology to deal with possible fraud attempts.  

The Beacon Tracker component operates as an abstraction layer, which allows the middleware to 

support different vendor SKDs36. By doing so, applications that leverage the TRACEtracking 

middleware may rely on different beacon providers to address eventual fraudulent users. 

It is important to note that, while beacons may be used to hinder fraudulent behaviour (see Section 

6.2), they can be susceptible to replay-attacks. Therefore, it is important to take this into account 

when employing this technology. However, it is important to note that some beacon vendors already 

offer security-oriented solutions.  

7.2.1.5 Sensing Engine 

Modern smartphones come equipped with a wide plethora of sensors. Mobile sensing-based 

applications may take advantage of these sensors for a wide range of purposes, for instance 

mapping the user’s surrounding context. The purpose of the Sensing component is to ease access 

to the device’s sensing capabilities, to any application which may require them.  

Even if applications that leverage the same sensors employ them for different purposes, these 

sensor readings will have to undergo equivalent pre-processing logistics. Therefore, multiple 

applications will end up performing redundant computations. To avoid such a scenario, the Sensing 

Engine will also be responsible for pre-processing the raw sensor samples, before these are made 

available to the applications. In particular, the pre-processing logistics will encompass data 

mediation, sensor calibration and feature extraction processes. Data mediation is employed to 

ensure the sensor data’s quality, by discarding or amending low-quality samples. Depending on the 

sensors employed, calibration is performed. The filtered sensor data is adjusted according to the 

device’s orientation and position, in order to increase the system’s robustness [Hoseini-Tabatabaei 

2013]. Finally, raw sensor data is transformed and converted into feature vectors, which represent 

specific characteristics of the sensor data according to different domains. Relevant features are key 

in enabling the interpretation processes to unveil useful information [Figo 2010]. 

By doing so, application leveraging the TRACEtracking middleware may focus on extracting 

meaningful information from the sensor readings, as the middleware assures the sensor readings’ 

quality. 

7.2.2 TRACEClient 

The TRACE Client component is responsible for transmitting the information gathered by the mobile 

tracking applications built on top of the TRACEtracking middleware to the TRACEstore server. This 

component is designed to take into account not only the user’s privacy but also the communication 

costs, both in terms of energy and potential monetary costs inherent from the information uploading.  

                                                
36 Software Development Kits 
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7.2.2.1 Privacy and Security 

All communication between the applications and the TRACEstore server is performed through a 

secure channel. This channel will assure the user’s privacy and security by encrypting all transmitted 

information. Before any information is transmitted to the TRACEstore, the applications must first 

login to the TRACEstore server. If successful, the login operation will return an encrypted session 

identifier (sessionID), which will operate as a pseudonym. Pseudonimity is a popularly employed 

technique to protect the privacy and anonymity of the participants [Christin 2011]. The TRACE Client 

will then decipher the sessionID, and from that moment on all data transmitted will be identified by 

the sessionID. 

It is important to understand that while the use of pseudonyms is a first step to assure the users’ 

privacy, this is a limited mechanism. The analysis of the recorded information, along with its patterns 

may be used to infer the users’ real identities [Huang 2005]. Therefore, to assure the users’ privacy 

and security, other mechanisms can be used to complement pseudonimity. These will be subject to 

further research in the scope of WP4. 

 

 

7.2.2.2 Communication Costs Reduction 

All the information gathered by the applications must eventually be transmitted to the TRACEstore 

server. It is important to understand that this transmission incurs in both energy costs, and in some 

cases monetary costs; for instance, in the case of users with limited mobile data plans. To ensure 

that the users’ mobile experience is preserved, the TRACE Client is designed to minimize both the 

energy and potential monetary costs. 

 

There is an intimate relation between the characteristics of the workload and the energy spent in 

communication [Balasubramanian 2009]. In their study, Balasubramanian et al. [Balasubramanian 

2009] identified a relation between increasing energy consumption in data transfers and the 

increasing inter-transfer times, especially in 3G mobile networks. This rise in energy consumption is 

due to a phenomenon referred to as tail energy that occurs in mobile networks and that results from 

lingering high-power states, which remain after a data transfer operation has been completed. 

Huang et al. [Huang 2012] also identified the presence of this phenomenon in 4G\LTE networks. 

The negative effects that are inherent from this phenomenon in data uploads, may be minimized by 

taking advantage of the delay-tolerant nature of most tracking applications designed for behavior 

change. By buffering the data to be uploaded and then transmitting it in bulk, the number of tail 

occurrences may be reduced and so can the energy consumption. 

 

In terms of monetary costs reductions, a simple approach is to allow applications to specify if the 

information transmission should occur only under cost-free networks, such as Wi-Fi.  

 

Other mechanism and techniques are currently being studied to support energy efficient information 

transmission, which also takes into account the existence of users with limited mobile data plans. 
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7.2.3 Summary 

The TRACEtracking is a middleware designed to ease the development of tracking location-based 

applications. The main objective is to provide a tool upon which mobile tracking applications may be 

built upon, in such a way that developers may focus solely on the tracking logistics, while ignoring 

the sensor management processes. Not only have that but the TRACEtracking middleware was also 

designed to assure the specified requirements, namely: i) the user’s privacy and security; ii) fraud-

proof  solution;  iii)  energy-efficiency;  and  iv)  the  operational  and  equipment  costs  should  be  

negligible, for both participants and stakeholders. In particular the technologies and techniques 

adopted to assure these requirements are summarized in Table 2.  
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Requirement Adopted Technologies and Techniques 

Privacy and 

Security 

 Pseudonimity: each user collected data is characterized not by the user’s 

identity but by an ephemeral session identifier. 

 Secure Transmission Channels: all information collected is sent to the 

TRACEstore server using a secure channel that assures privacy and 

data integrity. 

Fraud Resistant  Activity Tracker is a component designed to infer the user’s activity mode 

(either in-motion or stationary) and transportation modality. This 

component is fundamental for application that promote and or reward 

users that adopt more active modes of transportation, such as the 

bicycle. 

 Location Tracker is a component that encompasses a Location Validator. 

The purpose of this component is to ensure that none of the location 

technologies may be cheated. For instance, while unlikely, the GPS may 

be spoofed using a GPS signal jammer and a GPS spoofer. 

Energy Efficient  Prioritize low-energy positioning technologies: the Location Tracker was 

designed to adopt the less energy demanding technology possible. 

However, because usually this implies a trade-off between energy saved 

and accuracy, the component is also responsible for managing this 

trade-off. 

 Adaptive Sampling Scheme: for application interested in tracking solely 

the transportation modality, periods of user inactivity may be of little 

interest. Therefore, in some cases, energy may be saved during periods 

of inactivity by reducing the sensors’ sampling rate or even turning off 

said sensors. 

 Bulk Transfers and Piggy-backing: by taking advantage of application 

with a delay-tolerant nature, data transmission energy inherent costs 

may be reduced by transmitting data in bulk. Additionally, energy may 

also be saved by piggy-backing the data uploading on critical events, 

such as email fetch operations. 

Low or negligible 

operational costs 

 The technologies adopted by the Location Tracker component, were all 

selected as to reduce any operational costs. Still, we decided to endorse 

the beacons as part of our architecture as this is a rising technology. 

Nevertheless, positioning is independent of the existence of beacons.  

Table 2 TRACEtracking's requirements fulfilment 
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7.3 TRACEstore 

TRACEstore is a module of TRACE responsible for storing, aggregating and mining TRACE’s 

related data in a persistent manner. TRACEstore focuses on storing and aggregating data about 

road networks, cycling paths and walkways, and about TRACE’s users, namely their tracked data 

about multimodal trips and trajectories. Besides this data, TRACEstore also keeps track of personal 

details of both TRACE users and interested third parties, which wish to contribute to the TRACE 

project by rewarding its users. These interested third parties are essentially entities that are part of a 

behavioural change campaign and thus require access to some of the data stored in TRACEstore. 

TRACEstore provides an API that allows external entities to write and read data from its storage. 

Since TRACEstore is responsible for data mining, interested third parties can leverage this API to 

execute complex query lookups for semantic data. However, due to security concerns, both read 

and write operations are done in a controlled manner. Next we explain each of these aspects in 

detail, starting with TRACEstore’s architecture.  

7.3.1 TRACEstore Architecture 

This section focuses on describing TRACEstore’s architecture, which is represented in Figure 7 and 

gives a general explanation of each of its modules goals, and responsibilities. TRACEstore is 

divided in three types of modules: 

 API’s: Responsible for exposing functions that allow other modules to communicate with 

TRACEstore and take advantage of its services. 

 Databases: Responsible for storing data in a persistent and efficient manner. 

 Specialized Modules: Responsible for specific actions in TRACEstore. An example of this is 

the translation of API calls into database lookups. 

 

 

Figure 7 – TRACEstore Architecture 
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7.3.2 TRACEstore APIs 

TRACEstore has three different API’s: 

1. DBTracking API: This API is used by TRACEtracking to register user trajectories. On the 

other hand, TRACEtracking can also leverage this API to register semantic properties about 

the road network. Aspects like road gradient, pavement condition and traffic can be sent by 

TRACEtracking to TRACEstore and saved in the Tracking Database as semantic properties 

of said network. Furthermore, this API can also be used by TRACE users to check their 

tracking details such as previous taken routes. 

  

2. DBReward API: The DBReward API is used by third parties interested on rewarding 

TRACE’s users for a certain behaviour. An example of this would be a shop owner interested 

on rewarding his clients for being green and always cycling to his shop. 

 

3. DBPlanner API: This API is responsible for enabling governmental entities to consult 

statistical, and yet anonymous, information about TRACE’s users. This aspect of 

TRACEstore has the goal of allowing municipalities to better plan their cities’ traffic and 

cycling lanes. 

7.3.3  TRACEstore Databases 

TRACEstore has several databases, each one responsible for a very concrete set of data points: 

1. Tracking Database – Graph DB: This database stores the road network of the city, as well 

as any semantic data related to it. Besides the mapping of the city, the Tracking Database 

also stores the trajectories taken by TRACE users. 

2. Personal Details – SQL DB: The Personal Details database focuses on storing information 

related to both TRACE users and third parties. Some of the details to be stored in it are their 

names, addresses, age, and other such aspects. 

3. ID to Location Mapper – SQL DB: This database’s sole goal is to convert BSSIDs into 

geographic locations. Some localization technologies, such as beacons, have no inherent 

geographic locations. For this reason, these technologies rely on other techniques to pinpoint 

their location in the physical world.  

7.3.3.1 Tracking Database – Graph DB 

This database focuses solely on localization details and as so it is envisioned as a graph database. 

This allows TRACE to take advantage of this type of databases, which are especially efficient when 

managing localizations and paths. 

As mentioned before, this database stores the city’s road network and all its semantic data. Figure 8 

illustrates a simple example of this database. Geographic locations, Posi, are stored as nodes. 

These nodes can then have multiple properties associated with them. Such properties allow nodes 

to specify their type, like interceptions, or points of interest, as well as store semantic data like IDs, 

names, addresses, etc. 
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Connecting two nodes are edges. Edges represent the road which physically connects the two 

points represented by the nodes. Just like nodes, edges can also have properties. Edges properties 

allow us to associate a specific road with characteristics such as road gradient, pavement condition, 

length, car traffic and other such aspects. 

However, the Tracking Database does more than just storing a mapping of the city’s roads. In order 

to fully achieve the requirements of TRACE, this database also stores TRACE users’ trajectories. 

Figure 9 shows a more complex example of this database. In this figure, besides storing the road 

network, the database also associates users with locations and roads. Essentially what happens is 

that users are now paired with sessions that describe a particular trajectory. These trajectories list a 

chronologically ordered set of nodes and edges, respectively locations and roads, taken by the user 

in one of his travels. 

Each time a user starts traveling, this action initiates a new session. Sessions are also represented 

as nodes. Furthermore, each of these session nodes have a sessionID, date and time as properties. 

This allows sessions to be unique and perfectly pinpointed in terms of date and time. Some 

semantic data can also be associated with these sessions like for example, trip purpose, bringing 

some extra context into these sessions. 

 

 

Figure 8 – Tracking Database 

 

Session nodes then have two directional edges pointing to both the first and last node of the user’s 

trajectory. Such edges allow for an efficient discovery of where the user started his journey and 

where he/she finished it. Furthermore, each and every node the user went through has a directional 

edge pointing from the current node to the next. Directional edges used to describe the user’s 

trajectory always have the sessionID, date and time as properties. 
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Figure 9 – Trajectories on the Tracking Database 

 

7.3.3.2 Personal Details – SQL DB 

Not all information managed by TRACEstore is location-based. In order to store personal details of 

TRACE’s users, and interested third parties, a different database is used. Considering the type of 

data in question, a relational database, namely an SQL database, was chosen.  

Graph databases are efficient in a very particular sub-set of information, i.e. location-based data. For 

data related to personal information such as name, address and age, relational databases have 

been used throughout the years with great success. These databases have been designed to 

provide a mix of simplicity, flexibility, performance and scalability. Furthermore, due to their wide 

usage, statistical information has been gathered and they have been optimized for the most 

common query types. 

TRACE must keep track of its users’ details. As mentioned before, aspects such as users’ names, 

age, gender, cell phone number, are some of the personal details being stored in this database. 

Besides said details, this database will also store information about third parties. Among others, this 

information includes their name, address, what kind of interest they have on this system, and lastly, 

their nodeID in the Tracking Database. This last property allows TRACEstore to pair the details of 

interested third parties and their corresponding locations. 

Every user has a unique UID that identifies them. This UID is then paired with specific sessions, and 

corresponding sessionIDs. Since the sessionIDs change with every travel, this creates an 

abstraction layer that protects the user’s anonymity within the Tracking Database. On the other 

hand, by keeping the matching sessionIDs and UIDs in the Personal Details database, the 

TRACEstore module can still identify which users to award when rewards are issued and the 

conditions apply. 
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Figure 10 - Personal Details DB 

 

7.3.3.3 ID to Location Mapper – SQL DB 

This database is a simple relational database which main focus is to convert BSSIDs into 

geographic locations. Many localization techniques nowadays give contextual localization instead of 

geographic localization. Among the most famous ones are beacons. These gadgets transmit a 

simple ID which can be listened by the mobile device. This allows mobile devices to know they are 

near said beacon. However, any other information has to be gathered elsewhere, and through the 

use of the beacon’s ID. For this purpose, TRACEstore pairs these IDs with geographical locations, 

allowing TRACE to know where exactly these beacons are, and therefore so as the user’s which 

interact with them. 

7.3.3.4 TRACEstore Specialized Modules 

TRACEstore has two specialized modules. These modules are programmed units that have very 

specific tasks: 

1. Data Manager: This module is responsible for translating the API calls, of the three APIs 

modules, into proper database queries. Furthermore, some API calls require more than one 

lookup, from more than one database, this module ensures that these API calls are fully 

supported by TRACEstore. 

2. Fraud Detection Module: This module will analyse the databases in order to detect 
suspicious behaviours from TRACE users. Based on pattern analysis and properly set 
heuristics, TRACEstore leverages this module to prevent fraudulent uses of TRACE. 

 

7.4 Security 

In this section we discuss potentially hazardous scenarios for TRACE’s security and which 

measures can be applied to prevent them. Some of the highlighted weaknesses are well known 

ones that have been thoroughly researched by the scientific community and have already 

standardized methods to solve them. However, some of the ones mentioned in the fraud section are 

more specific to TRACE and will require more than one method to fully address them. 
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7.4.1 Threat Model & Trusted Computing Base 

In any system with security concerns it is crucial to understand which threats it will be up against 

and from whom. This is called the threat model. Essentially this model consists of a description of 

the security issues that are to be taken into account while designing the system. This description is 

composed of a set of entities which are not to be trusted and a set of attacks which are expected to 

be carried out by them. Potentially unsecure/untrustworthy resources that the system might need 

are often descripted in the threat model as well. 

The threat model is often accompanied by the Trusted Computing Base (TCB). Unlike the threat 

model, the TCB lists a set of entities or resources in which the system fully trusts and will never 

expect to produce any security liabilities.  

In this project we definite a fixed TCB and a flexible threat model. This means that there is a fixed 

set of entities that we trust in all cases, no matter the scenario. Thus, our TCB includes: (1) Mobile 

Device’s Hardware; (2) Mobile Device’s Operating System; (3) Beacons; (4) TRACE system and all 

its components. 

On the other hand, the threat model may vary with each scenario. Depending on the case, a certain 

entity or resource might or might not be trusted. The currently envisioned entities and resources that 

are taken as being part of the threat model are: (1) end users; (2) network37; (3) applications. 

7.4.1.1 Threat Model Analysis 

In this section we focus on analysing each of the threat model actors. The analyses is done through 

the use of the STRIDE [Adam 2008] system. STRIDE is a system used for threat modelling 

developed by Microsoft. This system provides six security categories:  

 Spoofing of user identity 

 Tampering 

 Repudiation 

 Information disclosure (privacy breach or data leak) 

 Denial of service (D.o.S) 

 Elevation of privilege 

Threat Model Actors Analyses: 

Threat – Impersonation Spoofing 

Actors Description 

End user; 

Network; 

Applications 

An attacker masquerades himself as a user, or as a module of TRACE.  

 

                                                
37 Consider the network as both a resource and as an eventual attacker that is connected to the network itself. 
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Threat – Data Falsification Tampering 

Actors Description 

End User; 

Network; 

Applications 

An attacker either falsifies or forcefully modifies previously attained 

information. 

 

 

Threat – Disowning Information Repudiation 

Actors Description 

End User It’s not relevant for the TRACE project to prevent repudiation. 

 

 

Threat – Information Leaking Information Disclosure 

Actors Description 

End User; 

Network; 

Applications 

An attacker attains private and security sensitive information such as 

TRACE users’ tracking data. 

 

 

Threat – Malicious System Crash Denial of Service 

Actors Description 

Network; 

Applications 

An attacker attempts to make the TRACE system unavailable by overloading 

it. 
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Threat – Malicious System Crash Elevation of Privilege 

Actors Description 

End Users An attacker attempts to gain access to system administration tools. 

 

 

Note Denial of service and elevation of privilege threats are usually addressed through off the 
shelf solutions, therefore, these will not be accounted for in our counter-measures. 

 

7.4.2 Privacy 

This section focuses on privacy related issues of the TRACE system. Essentially, throughout this 

section we discuss TRACE users’ privacy, possible leaks of information and measures that will be 

taken to avoid them. 

7.4.2.1 Communication Eavesdropping 

With every communication there’s a chance of eavesdrop. Especially on unsecure networks, there’s 

always the possibility that someone else is monitoring the network listening and recording everything 

being sent and received through it. This is an attack known by the name of Network Sniffing. This 

attack is a network layer attack consisting of capturing packets from the network transmitted by 

others and reading the data content in search of sensitive information. In TRACE related scenarios 

this attack can be used to try to gather information about TRACE users’ movements and patterns. 

This information is quite sensitive and access to it is dangerous as it allows potentially ill-intentioned 

attackers to profile TRACE users. 

The communication which is vulnerable to this attack is the one between the mobile device and 

TRACEstore. It is when the mobile device leverages TRACEstore’s DBTracking API that the 

tracking data is transmitted and is most vulnerable of being sniffed.  

Measures: TRACEstore will have an asymmetric key pair and corresponding digital certificate. This 

digital certificate will authenticate TRACEstore’s public key allowing TRACE users’ mobile devices to 

use it and establish a secure communication channel, such as an SSL [Freier 1996] session. This 

secure channel will guarantee that the data is kept confidential by cyphering it before it is sent to 

TRACEstore. 

7.4.2.2 Man-in-the-Middle 

Attackers may try to masquerade themselves as users, or even as modules of the TRACE system 

itself. When successful, this allows them to either attain or falsify information. This attack is known 

as the man-in-the-middle attack. The man-in-the-middle attack focuses on getting the attacker in the 

middle of the communications between two legitimate entities, in our case, between TRACE users’ 

mobile devices and TRACEstore. Essentially the attacker tries to fool TRACE users’ into believing 

that the attacker is TRACEstore. On the other hand, it then tries to fool TRACEstore into believing 

that the attacker is a legitimate TRACE user and transmits the original data to TRACEstore. This 
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attack allows to intercept, and alter, sensitive information while both TRACE and its users are 

completely oblivious to the attack itself. 

Measures: Once again, just as in the network sniffing attack, the solution passes by assuring that 

TRACEstore has a proper digital certificate which identifies and authenticates it beyond any doubt. 

This assures that potential attackers will not be able to fool TRACE users into sending them their 

private and sensitive tracking information. 

7.4.2.3 Information Disclosure 

Since TRACEstore will have both personal information of its users, like age, gender, address and so 

on, while also keeping track of their travelling patterns, any leakage of this information can 

compromise both the TRACE system and its users’ well-being. 

Measures: In order to allow TRACE users to have full control over how their tracking information 

can be used, they will be allowed to submit a set of privacy policies. These policies will clearly state 

to whom, and under which circumstances, this information can be disclosed. Besides these policies, 

additional measures will be put in action which are specific to either the reward system, or the urban 

planner, as explained just ahead. 

7.4.2.3.1 Information Disclosure - Reward Based 

The reward system is a particular and potential leakage point of TRACE users’ private information. 

Interested third parties can register themselves and use the veil of rewarding TRACE’s users to try 

to gather information about them. 

Measures: The information that will be disclosed through the reward system will be tightly controlled 

and very specific. There are two types of information that can be accessed through the reward 

system: i) identification information and ii) statistical information. The first allows third parties to 

identify TRACE users which should be rewarded while the second will allow third parties to know 

things such as how many users they have awarded, or even how many have gone near their point of 

interest. To address private information leakage through the first type, identification information, two 

methods have been envisioned. Either a unique secret token will be generated, and given to the 

user and rewarding entity, identifying the user towards the rewarding entity, or instead, private 

information, such as a picture, will be shown to the rewarding entity but only when the awarded user 

is in close proximity. On the other hand, to address leakage from statistical information the disclosed 

data will never divulge users’ private information. However, sometimes through information crossing 

it is possible to identify a particular user. To avoid this, security policies will also be taken into 

account to limit multiple queries that might lead to an indirect disclosure of personal information. 

7.4.2.3.2 Information Disclosure - Urban Planner Based 

The urban planner will also have access to the tracking information of TRACE users. Once again, 

any access to this information can lead to potential leakage of sensitive information about users. 

This information could potentially be either a particular users’ traveling behaviour, or even their 

personal details such as name, or address. 

Measures: To prevent information disclosure, all the information that municipalities will have access 

to, through the urban planner, will be purely statistical. Once again what happens is that particular 

user’s information will not be disclosed, instead, the whole population of TRACE users will be used 
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to answer the queries submitted to this module. For all matters and purposes of urban planning, 

what matters is the general population and not particular individuals, thus, statistical information will 

fulfil their needs, while not compromising TRACE users’ privacy. 

7.4.2.4 Database Compromised 

Databases often have to be managed. This process involves giving access to the database and its 

contents to employees. These employees are then allowed to query and alter the database allowing 

them to both read and change any information they see fit. This itself is an obvious security risk and 

has huge security issues if not properly dealt with. 

Measures: First of all, the amount of employees with such access will be very restricted. Second, 

the set of queries that will be allowed to said employees will also be very short and just the absolute 

minimum necessary for their maintenance tasks. Third, each and every operation done upon the 

databases, be it reads or writes, will be permanently and persistently logged. Last, the information 

will be partitioned so that no single employee can access all the information at once and cross 

reference it into understanding a particular individual’s behaviour. By partitioning data it is also 

possible to save users’ private information, such as address, tracking data, and other such 

information, based on pseudonyms rather than real names. Furthermore, and if these measures are 

still not enough, some information can be kept ciphered instead of its plain text format. Although this 

involves more computation on storing and processing/reading modules, it is definitely an increase in 

security. This trade-off has to be taken into account so that it is possible to understand which 

particular situations might truly need it. 

7.4.3 Fraud 

Every system can be the target of fraud. Furthermore, systems with rewarding scenarios are even 

more attractive of being such targets. Thus, in this section we discuss which kind of fraud is 

expected and how it will be dealt with.  

With the goal of encouraging citizens to walk and cycle more on today’s cities, TRACE provides a 

reward system that allows third parties to reward good travelling behaviours. With this system 

TRACE users can be rewarded for cycling, walking, or even for taking environmental friendly 

transportation means. However, this system depends on the tracking information provided by 

TRACE users’ devices to decide whom to reward. 

7.4.3.1 False Data – API Abuse 

A potential attack to this system is the fraudulent submission of tracking data. Since the DBTracking 

API is both known and open to being used by any system, this vulnerability can be exploited to 

falsify TRACE’s tracking information. This would allow attackers to achieve the requirements for the 

rewards being issued by third parties. 

Measures: The first envisioned method to address this attack is an analysis of the submitted data. 

As mentioned before, TRACEstore will have a module which sole responsibility is to detect 

suspicious behaviour and flag it as potentially fraudulent. However, this method might not be enough 

and other methods are being thought of. Another possibility to enhance fraudulent behaviours is to 

detect the point of origin of the information being submitted into TRACEstore. The idea is to have 

trusted applications, properly certified with digital certificates. These certificates are then to be used 
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to sign the tracking information being transmitted and authenticate its origin. This method is only 

useful if these trusted applications have not been tampered with. Mobile operating systems 

nowadays offer the possibility of having applications signed, this allows them to check if they have 

been tampered with on runtime. 

7.4.3.2 Phones in the bag 

A different attack that has been thought of is based on TRACE users covering each others 

requirements for the rewards. A simple scenario that illustrates this is a user that collects his friends’ 

mobile phones and travels with all of them in his backpack while he/she cycles through the city and 

fulfils the desired reward requirements on all of them at once. 

Measures: In order to detect this kind of fraudulent behaviour the tracking entries of different users 

have to be analysed and looked up for patterns such as these. Another technique can also focus on 

having TRACE users’ mobile devices sense other users’ devices and extrapolate if they are at a 

normal distance, like when two people walk or cycle together, or at close proximity, as if they were 

all in the same backpack. 

8 API 

With a better understanding of the architectural design proposed to support the TRACE project, we 

proceed by presenting several APIs. In particular, in this chapter we formally specify the APIs that 

enable for the different system’s components, as well as any eventual tracking application, to 

interoperate. In Section 8.1 we present the TRACEtracking’s API, which enables mobile tracking 

location-based applications to take advantage of the middleware’s capabilities. Then, in Section 8.2 

we present the API that allows participating tracking applications to upload the trace information to 

the TRACEstore, as well as to query for high-level information. Section 8.3 presents the 

TRACEstore API that enables any interested third-party, such as a shop owner, to specify rewards 

and award users for their mobility behaviour. Finally, in Section 8.4 the TRACEstore API that 

enables urban planning entities to acquire high-level information pertaining to the characteristics of a 

city’s transportation network to be queried, is specified. 

8.1 TRACEtracking API 

The following API specifies the main methods that enable the development of mobile tracking 

location-based applications using the TRACEtracking middleware. The TRACEtracking API may be 

divided into two broad categories: 

 Mobility Tracking enables the tracking of the user’s mobility patterns, among other 

information. 

 

 Data uploading enables the uploading of the tracking information to the TRACEstore server. 

The API designed to enable the uploading of tracking data is specified in described Section 

8.2. 

8.1.1 Mobility Tracking 
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First, it is important to mention that as was specified in Section 7.2, the TRACEtracking middleware 

may operate in one of two modes: i) triggered and ii) subscription. This API will be specified 

according to these two modes of operation. Additionally and regardless of the mode of operation, 

every method is specified according to the four components contemplated in TRACEtracking 

architecture: i) Location Tracker; ii) Activity Tracker; iii) Beacon Tracker; iv) Sensing Engine. 

8.1.1.1 Subscription Operation Mode 

To enable the tracking applications with the ability to continuously track the movement patterns of its 

users, the TRACEtracking middleware offers a subscription mode. In this mode, applications may 

register different Listeners to different sensing capabilities. As the values are produced, the 

Listeners are notified, and therefore so is the application. In this section, we specify the methods 

that allow the application to manage different Listeners, for each of TRACEtracking’s sensing 

capabilities. 

Location Tracker 

The Location Tracker is responsible for implementing TRACEtracking’s location-tracking 

capabilities. For applications that require constant monitoring of the user’s locations, they may 

subscribe to this component. The following methods detail how a Location Listener may be 

leveraged to perform continuous location tracking. 

trackLocation(<tLocationListener> listener, <int> rate) : Boolean 

Description Registers a location listener. The positioning technology employed will be the one that 

minimizes the positioning inherent energy consumption. 

Parameters A listener that will the component that is notified of all tracked locations. 

The rate of events in seconds. 

Returns True if the operation is supported and successful, false otherwise. 

 

trackLocation(<tLocationListener> listener, List<tLocationTech> tech, <int> rate) : 

Boolean 

Description Registers a location listener, which will be notified of the user’s current location, 

according to the specified rate. The user’s location is acquired using one of the 

specified location technologies. 

Parameters A listener that will the component that is notified of all tracked locations. 

A list of location technologies acceptable to perform positioning. 

The rate of events in seconds. 

Returns True if the operation is supported and successful, false otherwise. 
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trackLocation(<tLocationListener> listener, <float> accuracy, <int> rate) : Boolean 

Description Registers a location listener that is notified, at the specified rate, of the user’s 

location. The location technology employed will be the one that minimizes the 

positioning inherent energy consumption, while assuring the specified accuracy. 

Parameters A listener that will be the component that is notified of all newly tracked locations. 

The minimum accepted accuracy in meters. 

The rate of events in seconds. 

Returns True if the operation is supported and successful, false otherwise. 

 

untrackLocation(<tLocationListener> listener) : void 

Description Unregisters the specified location listener. 

Parameters A LocationListener object 

Returns  

 

flushLocationTrackers() : void 

Description Unregisters all registered location listeners. 

Parameters  

Returns  

 

Activity Tracker 

For application that requirement constant monitoring of the user’s activity level and transportation 

mode, they may subscribe to the Activity Tracker. The latter is the component responsible detecting 

if a user is stationary, and otherwise his mode of transportation. This section details the methods 

that enable applications to manage an Activity Listener. 

trackActivity(<tActivityListener> listener, , <int> rate) : Boolean 

Description Registers an Activity Listener that is notified of the user’s activity mode and 

transportation modality at the specified rate. 

Parameters A tActivityListener object. 

Rate of events in seconds. 

Returns True if the operation is supported and successful, false otherwise. 
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untrackActivity(<tActivityListener> listener) : void 

Description Unregisters the specified activity listener. 

Parameters A tActivityListener object. 

Returns  

 

flushActivityTrackers() : void 

Description Unregisters all registered activity listeners. 

Parameters  

Returns  

 

Beacon Tracker 

One of the most direct approaches to support positioning by proximity is through beacons. These 

can be, for instance, made available by shop owners interested in rewards users inside their shop. 

Because users are interested in receiving the rewards, some applications may require continuous 

monitoring of the beacons in the user’s vicinity. Therefore, application may subscribe a Beacon 

Listener that enables continuous beacon tracking. This sections details the methods that enable 

applications to manage their Beacon Listeners. 

trackBeacons(<tBeaconListener> listener, <int> rate) : Boolean 

Description Registers a Beacon Listener that is notified of the list of beacons in the user’s vicinity 

mode and transportation modality, at the specified rate. 

Parameters A tBeaconListener object 

Rate of events in seconds. 

Returns True if the operation is supported and successful, false otherwise. 

 

untrackBeacons(<tBeaconListener> listener) : void 

Description Unregisters the specified beacon listener. 

Parameters A tBeaconListener object 

Returns  
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flushBeaconTrackers() : void 

Description Unregisters all registered beacon listeners. 

Parameters  

Returns  

 

Sensing Engine 

While the TRACEtracking was designed to support a vast range of sensing capabilities, modern 

smartphone’s embedded sensors may be employed for a wide plethora of purposes. To enable 

continuous access to any sensor, TRACEtracking enable applications to subscribe using a Sensor 

Listener. This sections describes the methods that enable applications to manage their Sensor 

Listeners. 

trackSensor(<tSensorListener> listener, <tSensorID> sensor, List<tFeatureID> features, 

<int> rate) : Boolean 

Description Registers a Sensor Listener that enables access to a feature vector obtained from the 

specified sensor’s readings. 

Parameters A tSensorListener object 

An identifier specifying the requested sensor. 

A list of identifiers specifying the requested features to be extracted. 

Rate of events in seconds. 

Returns True if the operation is supported and successful, false otherwise. 

 

untrackSensor(<tSensorListener > listener) : void 

Description Unregisters the specified sensor listener. 

Parameters A tSensorListener object 

Returns  

 

flushSensorTrackers() : void 

Description Unregisters all registered sensor listeners. 

Parameters  

Returns  
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8.1.1.2 Triggered Operation Mode 

Because not all applications are interested in performing continuous tracking, also some are only 

interested in some of TRACEtracking capabilities seldom, the middleware offers a triggered 

operation mode. This mode offers a pull model that allows tracking application to require a single 

reading from one of many TRACEtracking sensing capabilities. This section specifies the functions 

that enable the applications to access these capabilities. 

getLocation(<tLocationTech> tech) : <tLocation> 

Description Enables access to the user’s current location. 

Parameters tech specifies the location technology employed, where tLocationTech is a location 

technology identifier. 

Returns A tLocation object 

 

getActivity() : <tActivity> 

Description Enables access to the user’s current activity and transportation mode. 

Parameters  

Returns A tActivity that specifies the user’s current activity mode and transportation 

modality. 

 

getBeacons() : List<tBeaconID> 

Description Enables access to a list detailing all the beacons on the user’s vicinity. 

Parameters  

Returns List of beacons. 

 

getSensorReading(<tSensorID> sensorID) : <tSensorRawReading> 

Description Enables access to the raw readings of a specific sensor. 

Parameters tSensorID that identifies the requested sensor. 

Returns A tSensorRawReading 
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8.2 TRACEtracking and TRACEstore API 

In order for higher-level information to be acquired, the data acquired by the tracking applications 

must be aggregated and interpreted in a centralized component – the TRACEstore. This API 

specifies the set of operations supported by TRACEstore for the uploading and querying of 

information. 

register(<tUsername> username, <tPassword> password, <string> name, <int> phoneNumber, 

<string> address) : <boolean> success 

Description Allows TRACE users to register themselves into TRACE’s system. 

Parameters A username that uniquely identifies the user. 

A password for security and authentication purposes. 

The user’s name. 

The phone number of the user. 

The address of the user. 

Returns Boolean stating if the registration was successful (true), or not (false) 

 

login(<tUsername> username, <tPassword> password) : <tSession> sessionID 

Description Enables a tracking application to initiate a session. The received sessionID will then 

be used to identify all the information tracked by that specific application, and during 

that session. 

Parameters A username that uniquely identifies the user. 

A password for security and authentication purposes. 

Returns Session ID that uniquely identifies that session, while also stating that the login was 

successful. 

 

put(<tSession> sessionID, <tTime> timestamp, <float> latitude, <float> longitude) : 

<boolean> success 

Description Enables a tracking application to report its geographical location, at a specific 

moment in time. 

Parameters Session ID to identify the session currently active on the tracking application. 

Timestamp to identify the specific moment in time that tracking data was registered. 

The latitude and longitude of the user. 

Returns A boolean that states if the data submission was successful. 
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put(<tSession> sessionID, <tTime> timestamp, <tBeaconID> beaconID) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables a participating tracking application to report its location with relation to a 

beaconID, at a specific moment in time. 

Parameters Session ID to identify the session currently active on the tracking application. 

Timestamp to identify the specific moment in time that tracking data was registered. 

The beacon ID. 

Returns A boolean that states if the data submission was successful. 

 

put(<tSession> sessionID, <tTime> timestamp, <float> latitude, <float> longitude, 

<tAttributes> attributes) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables a tracking application to report its location, at a specific moment in time. The 

location is also associated with a set of fields. These fields may be used to convey 

the transportation means, road condition, and other such information. 

Parameters Session ID to identify the session currently active on the tracking application. 

Timestamp to identify the specific moment in time that tracking data was registered. 

Latitude and longitude to identify the geographic location. 

Attributes associating semantic data to the registered location. 

Returns A boolean that states if the data submission was successful. 

 

put(<tSession> sessionID, <tTime> timestamp, <tBeaconID> beaconID, <tAttributes> 

attributes) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables a tracking application to report its location, at a specific moment in time. The 

location is also associated with a set of fields. These fields may be used to convey 

the transportation means, road condition, and other such information. 

Parameters Session ID to identify the session currently active on the tracking application. 

Timestamp to identify the specific moment in time that tracking data was registered. 

The beacon ID. 

Attributes associating semantic data to the registered location. 

Returns A boolean that states if the data submission was successful. 
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put(<tSession> sessionID, <tTime> timestamp, <tBeaconID> beaconID, <tAttributes> 

attributes) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables a tracking application to report its location, at a specific moment in time. The 

location is also associated with a set of fields. These fields may be used to convey 

the transportation means, road condition, and other such information. 

Parameters Session ID to identify the session currently active on the tracking application. 

Timestamp to identify the specific moment in time that tracking data was registered. 

The beacon ID. 

Attributes associating semantic data to the registered location. 

Returns A boolean that states if the data submission was successful. 

 

put(<tSession> sessionID, <tTrack> track) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables a tracking application to report a traced tracked, as a whole. A track can be 

perceived as an ordered sequence of locations that are associated with a timestamp, 

and that may contain other semantic information. This additional semantic information 

may contain, for instance, means of transportation, velocity, among others. 

Parameters Session ID to identify the session currently active on the tracking application. 

Track traced by the application. 

Returns A boolean that states if the data submission was successful. 

  

setPrivacyPolicies(<tUsername> user, <tPrivacyPolicies> privacyPolicies) : <boolean> 

success 

Description Allows users to set security and privacy policies about their data. 

Parameters The username that uniquely identifies the user. 

The privacy policies. 

Returns A boolean that states if the policies’ submission was successful. 

 

query(<tUsername> username, <tUserQueries> userQueries) : <tUserInformation> 

plannerInformation 

Description Enables users to query aspects such as previously taken routes 

Parameters Specification of which information the user pretends to have access to. 

Returns The requested information 
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8.3 Reward Setter and TRACEstore API 

Local businesses, for instance shop owners, may leverage TRACE to promote themselves by 

providing rewards to users that come to their businesses. For this purpose, TRACEstore 

contemplates a DBReward API that enables interested business owners to register themselves in 

TRACE. Once they have been registered, they may then specify the rewards and corresponding 

conditions through the DBRewards API. 

register(<tUsername> username, <tPassword> password, <string> name, <int> phoneNumber, 

<string> address) : <boolean> success 

Description Allows interested third parties to register themselves into TRACE’s system. 

Parameters A username that uniquely identifies the third party. 

A password for security and authentication purposes. 

The third party’s name. 

The phone number of the third party. 

The address of the third party. 

Returns Boolean stating if the registration was successful (true), or not (false) 

 

 

login(<tUsername> username, <tPassword> password) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables an interested third party application to authenticate themselves.  

Parameters A username that uniquely identifies the third party. 

A password for security and authentication purposes. 

Returns Boolean stating if the login was successful. 

 

 

setLocation(<float> latitude, <float> longitude) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables third parties to associate themselves with a geographical location. 

Parameters Latitude and longitude description the third party’s location. 

Returns Boolean stating if the association of the third party and its location was successful. 
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setLocation(<tBeaconID> beaconID) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables third parties to associate themselves with a beacon. 

Parameters BeaconID which will be associates with the third party. 

Returns Boolean stating if the association of the third party and its beacon was successful. 

 

setReward(<string> rewardDescription, <tRewardPolicies> rewardPolicies) : <boolean> 

success 

Description Enables third parties to set a reward based on a set of policies.  

Parameters A string describing the reward. 

A set of reward policies that must be fulfilled in order for anyone to be eligible to 

collect the reward. 

Returns Boolean stating if the reward was correctly registered. 

 

8.4 Urban Planner and TRACEstore API 

TRACE has the potential to acquire extensive and very rich information regarding the characteristics 

of a city’s transportation network, and its citizen’s mobility patterns. This information is of great value 

for urban planner entities, as it enables more responsive and improve urban planning initiatives. For 

instance, the knowledge of which streets are preferred by cyclists can be used to guide the 

construction of new bicycle paths. For this purpose, TRACEstore also contemplates a DBPlanner 

API. The latter was designed to allow urban planner entities, not only to register themselves, but 

also, to query for higher-level information, in a flexible manner. 

 

register(<tUsername> username, <tPassword> password, <string> name) : <boolean> success 

Description Allows Urban Planners to register themselves into TRACE’s system. 

Parameters A username that uniquely identifies the urban planning account user. 

A password for security and authentication purposes. 

The user’s name that is associated with the urban planning account. 

Returns Boolean stating if the registration was successful (true), or not (false) 
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login(<tUsername> username, <tPassword> password) : <boolean> success 

Description Enables urban planners to authenticate themselves into TRACE.  

Parameters A username that uniquely identifies the urban planner. 

A password for security and authentication purposes. 

Returns Boolean stating if the login was successful. 

 

get(<tUsername> username, <tPlannerQueries> plannerQueries) : <tPlannerInformation> 

plannerInformation 

Description Enables urban planners to lookup statistical data based on the provided planner 

queries 

Parameters Planner queries which are to be answered by TRACEstore. 

Returns Returns statistical information that was queried to the TRACEstore module. 

 

9 Conclusion 

This document addresses the design of the alternative ICT architectures of TRACE. It includes the 
definition of the devices used by the mobile nodes and the tracking stations, the interaction model 
among them, and the Application Programming Interface (API) through which the applications can 
use the system. After providing some background information related to existing techniques for 
localization, storage, and security, the document presents a proposal for the TRACE global 
architecture along with a short description of how tracking applications can interact with the TRACE 
software. This deliverable provides the guidelines for the development of TRACE and is open to 
improvements and specific instantiations taking into account existing applications as well as new 
ones. 
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10 Glossary 

API An Application Programming Interface is an interface that formally specified the set 
of operations, protocols and tools that enable the development of software 
applications. 
 
The API basically formalizes the software component in terms of its operations, and 
their respective behaviour and expected inputs and outputs. 

  
GRAPH 
DATABASES 

At an abstraction level, a graph database can be perceived as a typical database. 
However, unlike traditional databases, such as SQL databases, the information is 
stored not in tables, but in graph structures. A graph structures is comprised of 
nodes and edges, where the latter connect two or more nodes. Additionally, both 
the nodes and edges may be associated with properties, that contain for instance, 
semantic information. 

  
LBS A Location-based Service, as the name conveys, is a general class of 

computational service that relies on location information. Depending on the 
applications and systems’ needs, the provided location may be either indoor or 
outdoor, or in some cases even both. Additionally, the localization may also be 
performed continuously, for tracking purposes, or just sporadically, for 
contextualization purposes. 

  
MOBILE 
SENSING 

Mobile Sensing is a relatively new paradigm of applications, which came to be due 
to the appearance of low-cost mobile devices, such as smartphones, equipped with 
multi-modal embedded sensors. 
 
The sensing capabilities of these devices can be leveraged by mobile sensing 
application to perform a wide plethora of studies at different levels. These 
application can be design for individual tracking, or even for community tracking, 
which is commonly referred to as mobile crowdsensing. 

  
SECURE 
CHANNEL 

A secure channel is a cryptography term that is employed to describe a channel that 
may be used to transmit data in a secure manner. This security is defined in terms 
of its capability of assuring privacy and integrity. 

  
TCB The Trusted Computing Base is the set of hardware and/or software components 

that are critical to the security of the system as a whole. 
 
More formally, the Orange Book38 defines it as: 
 

“he totality of protection mechanisms within it, including hardware, firmware, and 
software, the combination of which is responsible for enforcing a computer security 

policy.” 
  

                                                
38 Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, as defined by the United States Government Department of 
Defense 
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